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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the present study was to determine the relation­
ship between divergent and convergent associative behavior, and to 
examine their relative contribution to Mednick's test of creativity.
It was hypothesized that performance on a divergent associative task 
would be related to performance on a convergent associative task, and 
that the two would be related to Mednick’s Remote Associates Test (RAT). 
It was also predicted that a low positive correlation would be found 
between the associative tasks and Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores.
The study tested 8$ Ss on the divergent and convergent measures 
and Mednick’s RAT test. The Convergent Test (CA) was an original 
test designed by the experimenter and tested in a previous pilot study. 
The Divergent Test (DA) was a traditional association task.
The data were entered into a correlational matrix which included 
SAT scores for each S. The results indicated a negligible relation­
ship between performance on the CA and DA tasks. The RAT correlated 
positively with the CA task; however, the predicted relationship be­
tween the RAT and DA task was not found. Finally, the predicted low 
positive correlation was found between SAT scores and the three 
associative tasks.
It was concluded that the present results with tests of associa­
tive behavior are in agreement with previous data, and suggest a separa­
tion between the divergent and convergent processes. The results 
supported a convergent, but not divergent element in the RAT. Finally, 
It was proposed that the highly verbal nature of the associative tasks 
may account for the significant correlation between SAT verbal scores 
and the DA and CA tasks. Suggestions were made for future research in 
the area of associative behavior.
vli
TEE RELATION OF THE DIVERGENT-CONVERGENT ASSOCIATIVE PROCESSES 
TO MEDNICK"S RESPONSE HIERARCHY THEORY OF CREATIVITY
INTRODUCTION
Creativity has remained an area of fascination for both psycho­
logists and laymen from its first emergence as a separate field of 
interest. Much of the early research was directed toward finding con­
comitant characteristics that would permit identifying creative be­
havior. The early investigators revealed a diversity of interests 
and approaches to the new area, but in general three areas of em­
phases became apparent: process, personality, and measurement. The
following is intended to be only a brief description of each.
From observations or knowledge of the behavior of eminent indivi­
duals acknowledged as creative came attempts to characterize the process 
of creativity in terms of distinct stages. Wallas (1926) hypothesized 
four stages in the forming of a creative thought: preparation, incu­
bation, illumination, and verification. In the period of preparation 
the creator gathered materials and Investigated methods of handling it.
In the incubation stage, the creator no longer thought actively about 
the problem but instead his work of creation continued unconsciously. 
During Illumination, the unconscious mind suddenly revealed the results 
of its labor. Finally, in the period of verification, the creator re­
vised, elaborated, or corrected the products of his inspiration. Similar 
stages were proposed by theorists who followed Wallas (Patrick, 1937; 
Feifeleman, 1945; Vinacke, 1952; Bartlett, 1958).
Dashiell (1931) noted the four stages of the creative process and
2
3related inspiration to insight learning. Recall is dependent on the 
absence of interfering associations set up by excessive concentration on 
the recalling. Similarly, Woodworth (1945) proposed that the essential 
factor in the illumination stage is the absence of interferences such as 
false sets which block the progress of inspiration.
In the area of personality, the psychoanalysts relegated the crea­
tive process to areas other than the conscious mind, rejecting the no­
tion that conscious effort could produce creative achievements. Freud 
(1949) proposed that the creative act is the result of conflict in the 
unconscious caused by libldinal impulses. Creative behavior results 
when original sexual alms are sublimated or diverted to aims of higher 
cultural achievement.
The Neofreudians reformulated Freud*s theory to emphasize areas 
other than the unconscious as the source of creativity* Ruble (1958) 
identified the preconscious as the essential system of creativity, and 
proposed that unless it could function freely there could be no creativity. 
Kris (1952) emphasized the ego processes as opposed to id forces. His 
theory centered on his concept of "regression in the service of the ego".
In "creative" regression the ego relaxes, permitting the id forces to 
temporally take over. This increases the individual’s access to pre- 
conscious and unconscious contents.
Antithetical to the Freudian view of creativity as the byproduct of 
repressed or unacceptable desires are the theories of Allport (1937),
Rogers (1954), and Schachtel (1959). These theorists proposed creative 
behavior as an active, not reactive process, and a means by which indivi­
duals subjectively manipulate and respond to the world around them.
Many attempted to study the personality of individuals acknowledged
4as creative on the basis of experimental studies of groups of gifted 
individualsjor life history materials of these individuals. Galton 
(1870) in a classical study investigated the life histories of 289 fa­
mous individuals, or descendants of famous individuals. Galton concluded 
that these individuals had superior hereditary lines in intelligence, 
and that they were constitutionally of two classes— -the very weak, or 
the very strong* Terman in 1925 carried out a second historical study of 
1,000 gifted children* The children were chosen on the basis of inter­
views and superior X.Q.s. He found that these children were physically 
superior, walked and talked earlier than normal children, and were dis­
tinctive in their play habits and occupational goals. Terman extended 
his studies of these individuals into adulthood. Other studies investi­
gated individuals in fields requiring creative behavior such as mathema­
tics (Hadamard, 1945), science (Patrick, 1938), and poetry (Patrick, 1935).
In the area of measurement, the attempts were usually to investigate 
the relationship between creativity and intelligence* In 1916, Laura 
Chassel used a range of tests requiring unusual and novel responses as 
measures of creativity, and concluded there was little or no relationship 
between Intelligence and creative performance. Later, Simpson (1922) 
developed a number of tests of creativity for school children and recom­
mended that children be given both tests of intelligence and creativity 
for the full picture of their abilities. Others similarly reported low 
correlations between creativity and intelligence (Andrews, 1930; MeCloy 
and Meier, 1931; Welch, 1946).
The striking feature of the literature In this early period is the 
variety of approaches the investigators followedj and the variety of re­
sults obtained. Some followed a specific frame of reference, others in-
5vestigated problems in the area with no theory at all* There were those 
who designed experiments; used psychological tests, or conducted inter­
views; others merely speculated about the process of creativity on the 
basis of biographies of, or experiences with individuals considered crea­
tive. Criteria for selection of the creative individual ranged from 
scores based on tests of creativity; to ratings by professionally quali­
fied people; to selection of people generally acknowledged as eminent; to 
the study of persons in professions that required creative behavior. In 
short, the area of creativity in its early stages remained broad and di­
versified. Theorists had not arrived at a concurrent definition of crea­
tivity, and their measures remained subject to the numerous idiosyncratic 
approaches of the investigators.
New Emphasis on Divergent Thinking
Upon this diversified background, J. P. Guilford emerged as the key
figure in the area of creativity providing a taxonomy of the field
through the method of factor analysis. In his 1950 retiring address as
president of the American Psychological Association, Guilford expressed
concern that educators were not providing opportunity for students to
demonstrate free, imaginative thinking. In Guilford’s words:
To provide the creator with the finished product, as in 
multiple-choice items, may prevent him from showing precisely 
what we want to shows his own creation.. .What I a© saying 
is that the quest for easily objectionable testing and scor­
ing has directed us away from the attempt to measure some of 
the most precious qualities of individuals and to ignore those 
qualities..*. When we look into the nature of intelligence 
tests, we encounter many doubts concerning their coverage of 
creative abilities. (Guilford, 1950, p. 445).
What Guilford was proposing was that those abilities which he later referred
to as the "convergent thinking processes’*, had too long been emphasized
at the cost of neglecting the "divergent abilities". Students had been
6taught to learn answers which society considered correct, and intelli­
gence tests largely measured this ability* On the other hand, students 
had not been encouraged to think divergently, or freely and creatively, 
beyond set correct answers; nor had intelligence tests provided such 
opportunity. An entire domain of intellectual abilities had been ig­
nored by educators and by tests of intelligence, which presumably were a 
comprehensive summary of general intellectual ability. But as Guilford 
stated, U1 believe that creative productivity extends well beyond the 
domain of intelligence'* (Guilford, 1950). Guilford*s research proposed 
to define the neglected domain of the creative abilities.
Guilford*s approach to creativity was an extension of his factorial 
conception of the personality. According to Guilford, the mind, or in­
tellect, consists of 120 different factors or abilities, ofhwhichenearly 
50 are known* These fall into two main classes, a small class of memory 
abilities, and a larger one of thinking abilities. The latter subdivides 
into three categories of cognitive, evaluative, and productive abilities. 
Cognitive abilities are involved in the recognition of information, the 
productive abilities in the use of information (normally to generate new 
information), and evaluative abilities in the judgment of whether what is 
cognized or produced is correct or suitable for the requirements. Finally, 
productive abilities are of two kinds, convergent and divergent. The first 
kind 1b called into play by thinking that moves toward a determined or con­
ventional answer; the second, by thinking that moves in various directions 
toward no given answer. In Guilford*a words:
In tests of convergent thinking there is almost always one con­
clusion or answer that is regarded as unique, and thinking is 
to be channeled or controlled in the direction of that answer...
In divergent thinking, on the other hand, there is much search­
ing about or going off in various directions... Divergent think-
7Ing...is characterized...as being lees goal-bound. There is 
freedom to go off in different directions,..Rejecting the 
old solution and striking out in some new direction is 
necessary, and the resourceful organism will more probably 
succeed (in Getzels and Jackson, 1962, p. 27)
Convergent thinking occurs where the problem is given, where there is a
Standard method of solving it, and where a solution can be produced in a
finite number of steps* Divergent thinking tends to take place where the
problem remains unidentified and where there is no set way of solving it*
Convergent thinking implies a single right solution, whereas divergent
thinking may produce a range of appropriate solutions (Guilford, 1950;
1956; 1959*t
By subjecting some 54 tests to factor analysis, Guilford arrived at 
eight factors of divergent thinking (see Table 1)* 1) Word Fluency was
identified as ’’the ability to produce rapidly words fulfilling specified 
symbolic requirements”. In one test the subject was asked to list words 
beginning with a specified prefix, such as ’’con” or ”pre,T. 2) Ideational 
Fluency was identified as ’’the ability to call up many ideas in a situation 
relatively free from restrictions, where quality of response was unimpor­
tant". One test required the person to list uses for a common object, 
such as a brick or newspaper. 3) Semantic Spontaneous Flexibility was
"the ability or disposition to produce a diversity of ideas, when free to 
do so”. Here the person might be asked to list uses for a common object, 
and the score is determined by how many classes he suggested. 4) Associa- 
tional Fluency was "the ability to produce words from a restricted area of 
meaning”. In one case the test required the testea to list synonyms for 
certain words, 5) Expreselonal fluency was identified as "the ability to 
give up one perceived organization of lines in order to see another”-—  
the ability, for example, to find faces whose lines were concealed as parts
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of larger objects. 6) Symbolic Adaptive Flexibility was "the ability 
when dealing with symbolic material to restructure a problem or situation 
when necessary1*. It was tested,for example, by asking a person to re­
move a certain number of match sticks (the sides of squares or triangles) 
in order to leave a certain number of squares or triangles. 7) Origina­
lity was identified as "the ability or disposition to produce common, re­
motely associated, or clever responses", the tests of originality asked 
the testee to write clever plot titles for a story, or list remote conse­
quences of certain changes. 8) Elaboration was "the ability to supply 
details to complete a given outline or skeleton form". Scores for the 
tasks were based on the number of responses and/or the cleverness or 
uniqueness of the response (Guilford, 1956).
At first Guilford limited the mental abilities in creativity to only 
those grouped under the divergent thinking processes. Later, however, he 
added three more: 1) Symbolic and 2) Semantic Redefinition, both belong­
ing to convergent thinking, and 3) Sensitivity to Problems, belonging to
hevaluation (Guilford, 19591• Symbolic Redefinition was identified as 
* the ability to reorganize units in terms of their symbolic properties 
assigning new use to elements". One test required the testee to find the 
name of a sport by combining the end of one word to the beginning of the 
next sentence. Semantic Redefinition was "the ability to shift the func­
tion of an object, or part of an object, and to use it in a new way". In 
one test the person was asked to name an object that could be made by com­
bining two specified objects. Finally, Sensitivity of Problems was identi­
fied as "the ability to recognize that a solution does exist" (Guilford, 
1956).
By the factor analytic method, Guilford had reduced a tremendous
12
amount of information from the area of creativity to a relatively few 
dimensions. As well, his method had operationalized testing procedure 
in the field. Finally, his work had largely identified and defined crea­
tivity within the context of the divergent thinking abilities. Guilford’s 
tests and definition provided a framework for much of the test construc­
tion in creativity after 1950.
The Institute of Personality and Research of the University of Cali­
fornia, founded in 1938 to assess all aspects of personality, extended 
research in the area of creativity after 1950. The Institutes research 
was carried out on a three day living-in-assessment plan. Here groups of 
individuals rated outstanding in occupations considered highly creative, 
such as architecture, research, and writing, came for a three day period 
to be interviewed and rated by the members of the Institute. The groups 
provided the criterian by which the personality variables of creative 
individuals were identified and suitable tests constructed. Three areas 
of emphasis were chosen for investigation by the Institute in creativity: 
esthetic discrimination, Independence of judgment, and originality 
(Barron, 1985).
For the measure of sensitivity to esthetic values, Frank Barron and 
George Welch (1952), working within the Institute, developed the Barron- 
Welch Art Scale (BW). The Items were selected from the 400 India ink 
drawings of the Welch Figure Preference Test by comparing the likes and 
dislikes of 37 artists as conetrasted with 50 people in general. Barron 
(1952) reported that subjects at the lower extreme of the BW scale described 
themselves as contented, gentle, conservative, patient, and peaceable. In 
contrast, the high BW subjects characterized themselves as gloomy, loud, 
unstable, pessimistic, emotional, and pleasure seeking. Later, Barron
13
(1953a) equated performance on the BW scale with a bipolar factor of prefer­
ence for complexity or simplicity. Positive relationships with preference 
for complexity included: verbal fluency, impulsiveness, expansiveness,
originality, sensuality; negative with preference for complexity Included: 
rigidity, constriction, subservience to authority, and social conformity.
To measure independence of judgment, Barron (1953b) collaborated with 
another Institute member, Richard Crutchfield, and Solomon Asch to develop 
a scale of 84 Items based on Asch and Crutchfield’s social judgment tech­
nique. In general the subjects were placed in a situation which provided 
opportunity for him to conform or judge independently from an incorrect 
group consensus. From this technique, Barron developed his items which 
were hypothesised to be relevant to Independence of judgment. Barron re­
ported that subjects who did not yield to the situation scored significant­
ly higher on the BW scale than those who yielded. Barron (1961) also 
noted that those subjects who performed creatively on Guilford *s battery 
were Independent in judgment when, put under pressure to conform to a 
group opinion different from their own.
Finally, an originality scale was derived by comparing the performance 
of 27 of the most original military officers, and 27 of the least original 
officers on the Strong Vocational Interest Blank (in Barron, 1965). The two 
groups were chosen from a group of 100 military officers as determined by 
their score on a composite originality battery. The composite battery was 
composed of three tests from Guilford’s battery, the Unusual Uses, Conse­
quences, and Plot Titles tests (see Table 1); and two projective tests, the 
Rorschach and Thematic Apperception Test. The scale revealed that the h 
high scoring officers preferred vocational roles such as actor, artist, 
and musician; school subjects, such as philosophy, dramatics, music; and
activities such m  symphony concerts, making speeches, and
organising plays* Other scales ware similarly derived by m t *$ it m m
itm the Mliraeaota Multiphsstic Personality Inventory (M.M.F.I.) and
the California Personality Inventory (C.P.I.). Fereeimiity correlates
of originality included the following: verbal and intellectual interests
and skills, persuasiveness end self-assertion, anti candidness in admitting
personality Imperfections.
In both their testing approach m &  working definition of creativity
the Institute revealed their kinship to Guilford* In Barron*» words:
The important defining properties of these creative products 
ore their originality, their aptness, their validity, their 
adequacy in meeting a need*..The emphasis is upon whatever 
is fresh, novel, unusual, ingenious, divergent, clever, and 
apt (Barron, 1965,p.7).
As well, the Institute had liberally borrowed from Guilford’s work to 
validate their own measures, later Guilford and the Institute decided 
to combine ratings from the livlng-ln-easeseaent method with the entire 
Guilford battery (in Barron, 1965). the group of 100 military officer© 
were again used and rated in areas relevant to Guilford's work. A fac­
tor analysis between the ratings and scores on the test battery confirmed 
Guilford's previous factors of Verbal Comprehension, Originality, Adaptive 
flexibility, Herd fluency. Ideational Fluency, Spontaneous Flexibility, 
and Redefinition.
From Barron's work and the identification of the personality of the 
creative adult, Getsels and Jackson (1962) turned their interest to the 
creative: child. Their research aimed at identifying two groups of chil­
dren, differing in kind of cognitive ability, namely creativity end intelli­
gence; and investigating the personality correlates and the home enviro- 
ments of both groups.
is
The authors defined creativity as a "fairly specific type of cog-
nitive ability reflected in performance on a series of paper-and-pencil
tests* Unlike popular definition, our use of the term does not assume
that this type of intellective ability is characteristic only of persons
judged to be creative in the artistic and scientific sense" (Getzels and
Jackson, 1962). Their battery of five tests were either adapted from
otherstests or designed to meet the specifications of their definition.
The battery consisted of two tests adapted from Guilford’s battery, the
Uses for Things test, and the Make-Up Problems test (see Table 1); a
Fables test, and a Word Association test* Scoring of the tests depended on
the number, novelty, and variety of responses to a given stimulus task.
As Guilford, the authors’ emphasis was on divergent rather than convergent
test of creativity. In the authors’ words:
In general, our tests of creativity Involved the ability to deal 
inventively with verbal and numerical systems and with objeet- 
space relations. What most of these tests had in common was 
that the score depended not on a single predetermined correct 
response as is most often the case with common intelligence 
test, but on number, novelty, and variety of adaptive resonses 
to a given stimulus task (Getzels and Jackson, 1962, p. 17).
Getzels and Jackson used in their study a sample of 449 adolescents from 
a Midwestern private secondary school. All children received the five 
creativity tests and a standard test of intelligence (most often the 
Binet). From the original sample, two groups were formed: a high crea­
tivity group which consisted of 26 subjects at the top 20% of the crea­
tivity testSjbut below the top 20% in I.Q.; a high intelligence group con­
sisting of 28 subjects scoring in the top 20% in I.Q. but below the top 
20% in creativity. Students high In both Intelligence and I.Q. were not 
studied (Getzels and Jackson, 1962).
The results indicated differences in the groups with respect to career
16
aspiration#, family environment, teacher perception and fantasy produc­
tion. the teachers rated the highly intelligent above the median in terms 
of students they desired la their class; the highly creative below the 
median. In their writings, the highly creative children exibited unex­
pected endings, playfulness, and humor significantly more often than the 
highly intelligent. In their career aspirations,the highly creative 
chose unconventional careers as compared to the highly intelligent who « 
chose conventional careers. The families of the highly Intelligent al 
allowed for less divergence and risks were minimised, while the family 
of the creative child permitted this divergence and risks were accepted 
(Getzels and Jackson, 1962; Machler and Shouts, 1965).
E. P. Torrance’s (1962) work, following lines similar to the work 
of Getzels and Jackson, extended research with children into several 
other areas of investigation# These areas have Included development of 
creative thinking abilities, academic achievement of creative subjects, 
peer reactions to creative children, factors in teachers and parents 
which help or hinder development of creative abilities, and cultivation 
of creative interests.
neither Torrance (1962) nor his co-worker, Yamamoto (1962) proposed 
broad theoretical foundations, but both offered definitions of creativity. 
Torrance defined creative thinking "as the process of sensing gaps or dis­
turbing, missing elements; forming ideas or hypotheses concerning them; 
and communicating the results perhaps modifying and retesting the hypo­
theses" (Torrance, 1962). Yamamoto gives a more explicit definitions
One must be sensitive to the internal and external environ­
ment to recognize problems and start thinking; he must also 
heafich in ideas (fluency) to hit upon, pick out, and com­
municate good ones; he must further be flexible in his ideas
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m  w e r  vast region* of possibilities without being caught 
in a mtj bn must* in addition, bo clover and original In 
hi# idea# to make a break-through; and <|uite possible?, h«.f 
must be able to redefine f recognise* and elaborate M i  ideas 
to come up with a final solution to the perceived problem 
(Tasmoto* If it, p* 1)1
Torrance in disagreement with Guilford felt that creative abilities 
could not be established an m discreet set of factor®, but instead 
mmt include a variety of behavior© am indicate# is hie definition* Al­
though disagreeing with bis factorial approach, Torrance at first uti­
lised many of Guilford*a te«ta* later he constructed several tasks of 
bio own In which each were meant to represent several aspect®' of the 
creative process ouch m  fluency, flexibility, and originality. This
4s
approach differs from Guilford <1959) who proposed that each teat should
represent a single factor,
After three years of investigation, Terrance’a battery consisted of 
over 25 complex teaks* Torrance, as Getsels and Jackson, proposed that 
children had not been given the opportunity to produce their own Ideas 
on the '"convergent** or single answer tests of intelligence, and that crea­
tivity needed to be measured by tests that called for the use of the 
divergent thinking abilities* Torrance developed, therefore, & battery 
of teats which called for the production of divergent thinking with multi­
ple possibilities for solution * Several of the tasks included tmkm from 
Guilford’s battery (see Table 1), The tests were scored on the basis of 
number* novelty, and variety of responses*
la a replication of Getsels and Jackson*» work, Torrance. <19b2) ob­
tained similar results for elementary school children* Be found that 
among the upper 20% of the creative group* 702 of those children would 
have been eliminated if the gifted group bad been selected on intelli- 
R
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gence test scores alone* He reports low correlations between Intelli­
gence tests and creativity with .32 as the highest correlation between 
the Otis Quick Scoring Test of intelligence and creativity.
In summary, a brief survey of some of the literature after 1950 
reveals the influence of Guilford’s work. Guilford had imposed a cer­
tain order on the field of creativity which had served as a theoretical 
springboard for many of the new theorists. In the period of a decade, 
the new workers had extended Guilford's tests and methods into the areas 
of personality, education, and development. The new batteries of tests, 
though some expanded and revised Guilford's work, remained primarily di­
vergent tests with scores based on the ability to produce many responses 
of a unique, clever, or original nature.
Creativity as Associative Behavior
In Guilford’s work and most of the work that followed, the emphasis 
had been on the unique or original products of divergent thinking. Little, 
however, had been produced in the way of a theory of the underlying pro­
cess of divergent thinking. In 1962 Sarnoff Mednick proposed a theory 
in the area of word associations which is closely related to Guilford's 
idea of the divergent thinking process*
Mednick defines creativity as ”the forming of associative elements 
into new combinations, which either meet requirements or are in some 
way useful. The more mutually remote the elements of the new combina­
tion, the more creative the process or solution to the problem" (Mednick, 
1962). Accordingly, Mednick makes several predictions about the per­
formance of highly creative individuals (HC) in comparison with low crea- 
tives (LC) on associative tests: the LC will have a high concentration
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of associative strength with stereotyped or common associations; the 
EC, while his strongest responses are also stereotyped, will be able 
to make more remote associations. As well, the HC will make a greater 
number of responses to a given word than the LC. When graphed in terms 
of response strength, the associations of the LC will result in a short 
steep curve, while the associations of the HC will produce a long flat 
curve (seeFig. 1). For the LC, the responses are strongly associated 
to the given word, but the associative connections are stereotyped and 
small in number, Response strength is concentrated in the first few 
associations, after which responding quickly falls off. In contrast, 
the HC’s associations to the given word are not as strong, but are 
more numerous and less stereotyped. Associative strength is not tied 
up in the first few responses and the HC continues to respond produc­
ing more responses and more unique responses. The two, total number of 
associations, and total number of remote or unique associations, are 
the variables which Mednick proposes are related to creativity.
Both variables are involved in Mednick1s test of creativity, the 
Remote Associates Test (RAT). Here the subject is given three remote 
words which are defined as "from mutually distant clusters” and asked 
to find the forth word which relates them. For example, the words 
"rat”, "blue”, andt"cottage” might be given and the subjectfs task is 
to find the one word which links the three "remote words” together, in 
this case "cheese” (Mednick, 1962)♦ The test fulfills the requirements 
of Mednick*s definition of creativity asking the subject to combine mu­
tually remote associative felements. As well, the task requires that the 
subject find a specific word which meets the requirement of linking to­
gether the three remote words. Mednick feels that creative behavior is
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not merely the production of associations, but the ability to produce 
associations that are useful. Persons who are highly creative should 
be able to make more of the specific remote associations demanded by the 
EAT than low creative individuals.
It was postulated that HCs make a greater number of associations to 
a given word. As Mednick pointed out "the greet At the number of associ­
ations an individual has to the requisite elements of a problem, the 
greater the probability of his reaching a creative solution" (Mednick, 
1962). On the SAT the EC has, according to Mednick*s rationale, a long 
list of associations to each of the three given words of the problem, 
and is therefore able to find the word that is common to all three. 
Mednick*© hypothesis was verified by two studies which demonstrated a 
correlation between RAT scores and the number of associations given.
In the first study, as reported by Mednick (1962), Craig and Manus 
found a correlation of .38 (p^.01) between number of associates given 
on a free association task and RAT scores. In a more extensive study, 
Mednick, Mednick, and Jung (1964) found that high, low, and medium 
EAT scorers differed significantly in the number of associations which 
they gave to stimulus materials which varied in three characteristics; 
for® class (i.e. nouns and adjectives), Thorndike-lorge frequency (1948), 
and steepness or flatness of associative hierarchy. The associative 
hierarchy of a word was defined by group-word association norms (Russell 
and Jenkins, 1954). A word with a steep associative hierarchy was one 
that elicited one dominant response and many associations of low strength; 
a word with a flat associative hierarchy elicited no dominant responses. 
The study hypothesized that more responses would be given to flat hier­
archy words; high frequency words; and to nouns; and that high EAT
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scorers would give more total associations to each than medium or low 
scorers. The results verified each of the hypotheses.
Mednick also postulated that HCs will make a greater number of unique 
associations to given words than LCs. Although both the HCs and the LCs 
begin with the conventional associations, for the HCs the conventional 
responses are not overly dominant; and he is more likely to give more re­
mote associations to a stimulus than the LC, for whom the conventional 
responses are very strong and the reeevoir of remote associations small. 
Mednick (1962) reports two studies which verify this hypothesis* In one 
study by S. Karp the subjects were asked to construct as many anagrams 
as possible from the word "Generation”* The correlation between the 
number of responses given and the RAT was .44 (p^.Ol), and the correla­
tion between response uniqueness and the RAT was .37 (p«tf. 05). Here 
response uniqueness was determined by weighting each response according 
to the frequency with which it occurred in the total responses given 
by the subjects. In the second study, by J. Kowalski, the same task 
was used. Here the subjects were first divided into high and low RAT 
scorers and then given the anagrams task. A significant difference was 
reported between the originality of responses given by the high scorers 
and low scorers (17*68, p<»04). Here an original response was defined 
as a response given only once in the population of responses.
Mednick (1962) reports Spearman-Brown reliabilities for his test 
to be .92 in one sample (289 college women) and .91 in another (215 
college men). In addition to the studies cited previously, several 
other studies have supported the predictive validity of the RAT (Garskof 
and Houston, 1963; Mednick, 1963).
The theoretical basis of Mednick*s work can be found in modern
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learning theory. Hull (1943) provided within the stimulus-response 
model a conceptual explanation for the forming of associative hier­
archies, and Osgood (1954) later extended the theory to Include certain 
"mediators” between associated elements. Hull’s theory stated that when­
ever a stimulus (S) and response (R) occurred in close contiguity, fol­
lowed by reinforcement, an association was formed. The habit strength 
of the bond Increases each time it is reinforced. In the case of multi­
ple associations to a single or R» systems are formed which Hull calls 
"habit-farailyy hierarchies" (Hull, 1943). In a divergent hierarchy* as 
in Mednick*s theory, several R*s become conditioned to the same jS. The 
probability that any single response in the hierarchy will occur is de­
pendent upon its relative position in the hierarchy, which is in turn 
determined by its habit strength. In the case of a subject associating 
to a word, the order in which he emits the responses (his associative 
hierarchy) depends upon the relative strength of each of his responses 
as determined by the number of successful S-R pairings. Mednick*s 
theory predicts that response strength for the creative Individual is 
relatively evenly distributed, and the associative hierarchy is flat; 
while in the non-creative Individual the associative strength Is con­
centrated in the first few responses, and the associative hierarchy is 
steep.
The theory of Mednick*s test is best interpreted in terms of Os­
good * s Mediation Theory. According to Osgood (1954), certain stimuli 
(signs) come to elicit portions of the total behavior elicited by a 
given stimulus object when the conditions of contiguity are met. The 
mediation process includes some portion of the original behavior, and 
it is here that the meailng of the sign resides. In the case of Mednick*a
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theory sod the use of words# the words become these signs: they *'repre- 
seat1' things (hove moaning) because they produce some replies of the 
actual behavior toward these things” (Osgood# 1954). Semantic generali­
zation occurs from sign to sign so that a response initially conditioned 
to eone word is elicited by a word stellar in meaning* i.e. a word that 
evokes a stellar mediation process. Mednick*s theory predicts that in 
the m m  of the creative individual similarities between words are 
readily seen because the associative repetoire is board 5 while in the 
no&"»creatlv* person, they are not readily seen because the repetoire la 
small. In making aaeociationgmbetween remote words, which is the task 
of the SAT, the probability la greater that the creative individual has 
these word© somewhere in hi® repetoire of response®•
The theoretical network which has generated Mednick * s work pro­
vides the relationship between his theory and test. The curves (see 
Fig. 1) of mednick*a theory are generated from the hypothetical situa­
tion of an individual responding freely to a stimulus word. The SAT# 
however, 1© not a free association tent. Instead, the subject is asked 
to find the common word which links together three remote words. Med­
nick postulates that such a tack discriminates between associative hier­
archies by requiring the subject to find a fourth word that is only 
remotely related to the other three. The probability is greater that 
the creative individual will find the missing link because he Is able to 
give more responses and more remote responses to each of the throe stimu­
lus words than the non-crestive individual, h’uraber of associations and 
number of unique associations# and finally, the ability to recognise 
the correct combination, are the variables which Mednick postulates 
determine high or low performance on the RAT.
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Divergent vs* Convergent Thinking
Although Mednick discussed neither his test or theory In terms of 
the divergent or convergent processes* his test has been criticised as 
convergent la the recent work of Wallach and Kogan (1965). The authors, 
as their predecessors (i.e. Barron, Getzels and Jackson, and Torrance), 
emphasize the importance of using tests which allow the subject to pro­
duce a variety of responses. Divergent thinking, they propose, is the 
process involved in creativity, while convergent thinking is the process 
involved in intelligence, and measured in tests of intelligence. Al­
though they accept Mednick1s associative hierarchy theory, they propose 
that the BAT is not a test of creativity as it forces the testee to pro­
duce a single correct answer. In the authors'* words "it conforms more 
to Guilford’s conception of convergent thinking than to his general 
definition of divergent thinking” (Wallach and Kogan, 1965). Further, 
the authors say that Mednick places himself in the omniscient position 
of deciding which answer is “creative". Thus, no answer except that 
one designated as correct by the experimenter can be considered crea­
tive.
In their review of the other tests of creativity, Wallach and Kogan 
systematically reject as well the existing divergent tests of creativity. 
In their studies of previous batteries, they find that in most cases that 
the tests correlate as highly with I.Q. tests as they correlate among 
themselves. In the case of Guilford’s work, the average of 60 correla­
tions between the divergent tests and general tests of intelligence is 
.24, while the average correlation among the tests is .27. In Getzels 
and Jackson’s work, the average correlation between their creativity tests 
and I.Q. for boys is .26, and for girls, .28; while the average correla-
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tton among the tests of creativity is *28 for the hoys and .32 for the 
girls* In the case of Torrance1s (1962) work, the authors report that 
the correlations between the verbal and non-verbal portions of the bat­
tery are negligible* Thus, the author’s propose that neither Mednick*s 
test nor any of the previous tests of creativity have properly separated 
convergent from divergent thinking* Creativity, they propose, must be 
measured by divergent tasks that define a cohesive dimension which ia 
separate from measures of intelligence*
Wallach and Kogan, accepting the associative hierarchy theory of 
creativity, propose a battery of testa which is related to Mednick*a 
theory, and at the same time lacks the fault© of the previous tests of 
creativity* The tests consist of a series of objects or situations to 
which the subject responds freely without time limits. For example, 
the subject might be asked to name the possible uses for an object, or 
all the similarities between two objects, or all the things which a 
series of line drawings bring to mind. Scores are based on the total 
nuiaber of associations, and the total number of unique associations, with 
uniqueness defined as a response given only once in the testing popu­
lation. The authors find in a testing sample of 151 fifth graders that 
their tests are strongly inter-correlated, with an average correlation 
of .41 among their tests for the total ©ample (p»*01). The average 
correlation with the ten measures of intelligence, however, is reported 
to be only *09.
Wallach and Kogan propose that their tests are In keeping with 
Mednick*s theory, and the definition of creativity as a divergent think­
ing process. Unlike Guilford, their battery of test 1# purely divergent, 
defining a dimension of creativity entirely separate from the dimension
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of intelligence. They accept Mednick’s theory as a suitable theory for 
divergent thinking, but reject the RAT because it demands convergent 
thinking. The authors have pinpointed the divergent-convergent Issue 
within Mednick*s test and theory, raising both the question of the rela­
tionship of the two processes to Mednick*s work, and to the area of crea­
tivity in general.
Problem of the Present Paper
The work of Wallach and Kogan, as well as the prior research in 
creativity, suggested the need for a stddy which combined the divergent 
and convergent processes within a single type of behavior, providing 
opportunity for comparison. A review of the literature has revealed 
that the trend begun by Guilford has been maintained since 1950. His 
successors continued to emphasize divergent tests in their batteries, 
providing little opportunity for the study of the convergent processes 
and its relationship to creativity. Mednick, however, has presented 
a test and theory which in the light of Wallach and Koganrs criticisms 
presented this opportunity. His theory provides an ideal miniature 
theory for the associative process, and yet, it is tested by a convergent 
test. Thus, Mednick*s work provides a suitable framework in which to study 
the relationship between the two thinking processes.
The purpose of the present paper, therefore, was to examine the rela­
tive contribution of divergent and convergent associative behavior to 
Mednick*s test of creativity. The study, remaining within the area of 
word associations, provided opportunity for a single group of subjects 
to perform on a divergent task, a convergent task, and the RAT. Per­
formance on the three tasks was also examined with regard to Scholastic
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Aptitude Test (SAT) scores. The study provided the necessary conditions 
for relating Mednick’s test to previous performance on a comparative 
divergent and convergent task. The SAT scores provided a notion of 
general intellectual performance, and its relationship to the divergent 
and convergent processes.
The Divergent Test (DA) was a traditional free association task 
in which the subjects associated freely for a limited time period to 
several stimulus words. The task was similar to previously defined di­
vergent tasks (Wallach and Kogan, 1965; Getzels and Jackson, 1962; Tor­
rance, 1962) with scoring based on the number and uniqueness of responses. 
The Convergent Test (CA), on the other hand, was an original task de­
signed by the experimenter. The task presented a series of related words 
graded in degree of remoteness from a key word. The subjects task was 
to see how soon or early in the series he could guess the key word. The 
task was similar to the previous descriptions of convergent tasks (Getzels 
and Jackson, 1962; Torrance, 1962; Wallach and Kogan, 1965) with scoring 
based on a single correct answer.
It was hypothesized first (Hj) that the ability to give remote 
associations on the DA task would be related to performance on the CA 
task. It was predicted, according to Mednick*s theory, that those who 
gave more responses,and more remote responses on the DA task would have 
the necessary elements in their response repetoire to perform well on 
a task requiring them to use remote words to find a common word* In 
contrast, those subjects who indicated limited response repetotres?, with 
fewer remote associations on the DA task, would be less likely to find 
the common word on the CA task when given a series of remotely related 
words.
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A second hypothesis (H^ ) predicted that performance on the CA 
task would be related to performance on the RAT* It was hypothesized 
that both tasks involved a similar convergent thinking process and that 
the ability to combine remote words to find a common word on one task 
would be predictive of the same ability on the second task.
A third hypothesis (H3) predicted that performance on the DA task 
would be related to performance on the SAT. According to Mednick*s theory, 
the more responses and the more unique responses in a repetoire, the 
higher the performance on the RAT. The relationship between these two 
tasks is similar to the predicted relationship between the DA and CA 
tasks.
The final hypothesis (H^ ) predicted a low positive relation be­
tween SAT scores and performance on the DA, CA, and RAT testa. This 
hypothesis was based on the previous findings involving tests of crea­
tivity and their correlations with various tests of intelligence 
(Guilford, 1957; Getzels and Jackson, 1962; Torrance, 1962). The 
hypothesis is in contrast to Wallach and Kogan’s work which would pre­
dict no relationship between the SAT as a convergent measure, and the 
divergent task. It was proposed, however, that in these specific tasks, 
which Involved to some extent the rapid use of word meanings, that 
intellectual ability, particularly with regard to verbal ability, would 
be involved to some degree.
A PRELIMINARY STUDY
Because of Its highly original nature* the Convergent Test (CA) was 
preceded fey a pilot study to establish It as a reliable measure, and 
to anticipate possible procedural difficulties.
METHOD
The subjects (Ss) were two college sophomore and junior level 
psychology classes providing an N of 22 for one group (Group I), and 
an N of 26 for the other (Group II), The Ss were tested during their 
regular class period*
The stimuli consisted of 36 series of 8 words a piece, 19 of 
which were given to Group I, 17 to Group II; with 11 of the series com­
mon to both groups (see Appendix A). A series consisted of one ”key,? 
or common word from recent Kent-Rosanoff norms for William and Mary stu­
dents (MCKenna, 1964), and 7 hints chosen from the responses given to 
the key word as indicated by the norms. The key words were all flat 
hierarchy words, or words which in terms of frequency elicited few or 
no dominant responses. Word hierarchy was similarly defined in a study 
by Mednick at al (1964) in which it was found that such words elicit 
more responses than steep hierarchy words which elicit dominant responses. 
It was felt that these words would provide more opportunity for the 
selection of responses at representative degrees of remoteness. The
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The frequencies for all responses to each word were first converted 
to percentages (by dividing by the norm sample). The hints were then 
chosen to provide an approximately even distribution of remoteness from 
the key word, ranging from the response with the least frequency to the 
key word, to those given with the greatest frequency. For example, if 
"cottage” were the key word, the following responses would appear as hints 
in the order of their presentation: "cozy" (*017), "woods” (*028), "beach" 
(.034), "white" (.045), "home" (.080), "house" (.148), "cheese" (.160).
The individual stimulus words were projected on a screen by a projector 
with all hints presented In ascending order of frequency. The slides were 
presented at 10 second durations with 8 second inter-series intervals.
In the testing procedure, the $ viewed each series of words and 
placed his guesses in a small booklet which provided a separate page 
for each response. The £s were told that the task was like the game 
"Password1* and they were to see how soon or early in the series they 
could guess the key word (see Appendix B for Instructions). The £s 
were instructed to write their guesses in the booklet provided, putting 
each response on the page which corresponded in number to the word on 
which the guess was being made. On the presentation of the eighth and 
correct word of the series, they were asked to write down the correct 
answer* The Ss were allowed to change guesses as often as they wished 
but were informed that a correct answer would be counted only when it 
was given and maintained until the end of the series.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Reliabilities*— The results were analyzed separately for the two
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groups because of the slight difference in the stimulus words presented 
to each. Four scores were taken on the task for each j> in both groups? 
an Error Score (ES) taken as the number of incorrect guesses, including 
blanks, which the j$ gave before guessing the correct answer; a Partial 
Error Score (PS), the number of incorrect guesses made prior to making 
a correct guess which was later changed to an incorrect guess; an 
Hypotheses $R) score, the number of different types of incorrect guesses; 
and a Blanks (B) score, the number of blanks which the J3 left in the 
process of guessing the correct word. Split-half reliability coeffi­
cients were suggestive of consistency in all scores except the PS score 
which was *27 for Group I, and ,22 for Group II (see Table 2).
Scores.—  The inter-score correlations are presented in Table 3 and 
the means and standard deviations in Table 4. Correlations were signi­
ficant in two out of six cases in Group I, and two out of six cases 
in Group II. In the case of Group I, a negative correlation was found 
between the PS and H scores (r» -.41, p >.05), however, in Group II the 
same relationship was not present, as the correlation was low and posi-1 
tive (r« *12, p >.05). Similarly, a significant positive correlation was 
found in Group I between PS and B (r*> .44, p <: .05) but in Group II the 
relationship was low and negative (r« -.18, p >.05). These findings did 
not seem unlikely In view of the low reliability of the PS score in both 
groups.
In Group I a positive correlation was found between ES and B (r*» .38, 
p >.05). A significant relationship In the same direction was also evi­
denced in Group II (r« .56, p 4.01). The results indicate that an S. 
who makes many errors also leaves many blanks (blanks are Included in
TABLE 2
CORRECTED SPLIT-HALF RELIABILITIES FOR COBVERGEKT
PILOT SCORES
mom i <&» it) mm it {w* 20)
irror Score (ES) 31 #58
Partial Error Score (PS) .2? *22
Bypoi&eee* (H) .S3 *$&
Blanks (8) *87 *54
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TABLE 3
INTERCORRELATIONS FOR PILOT SCORES
GROUP I (N- 22)
1 2 3 4
1». - Error Score (ES) -
2. Partial Error Score (PS) .13
3. Hypotheses (H) .07 -.41 -
4. Blanks (B) .38 *.44 ***-,80
* r » *423, £ « .05
** r *» .537, j> * .01
*** r * *652, j> ** .001
GROUP II (N» 26) 
1 2 3 4
1, Error Score (ES) -
2. Partial Error Score (PS) ,19 *
3. Hypotheses (H) -.14 .12
4. Blanks (B) **,56 -.18 *** -.70
* r • .388, £ * .05
** r » .496, jb, * .01
r « *597, jb. * .001
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TABLE 4
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PILOT SCORES
GROUP I (N*> 22) GROUP II <N* 26)
Mean S.D.____ Mean______ S.D.
1. Error Score (ES) 115,45 12.3 92.12 12.1
2. Partial Error Score (PS) 5.27 3.4 3.46 1.8
3. Hypotheses (H) 35.90 13.9 38.61 8.3
4. Blanks (B) 32.05 21.9 13.26 13.2
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the IS score)*
High negative correlations were found in both groups between the 
H and B scores (r*» -.80, p i .001, Group I; r* -.70, p ^ .001, Group II) 
indicating, quite logically, that an £ who gives many hypotheses or 
guesses leaves fewer blanks. However, despite this relationship, the H 
score does not seem to be predictive of the IS score. In both groups, 
the correlations between H and ES were negligible (r* .07, Group I; 
r» -.14, Group It), indicating that the number of hypotheses an S gives 
neither lessens or increases the ES score. Apparently, Ss with a high 
ES give many blanks but vary inconsistently with respect to the type 
of guesses they make.
Item Analysis.—  Finally, an informal item analysis was carried out 
for both groups in which the group means for each item on the ES were 
matched with the group test means to ascertain the level of difficulty 
for each Item. Ss were divided according to their position with regard 
to both means (see Appendix C). Items which indicated consistent sub­
ject position with regard to the two means were selected for the final 
version of the task (i.e. the item was consistent If the majority of 
those Ss above the mean for the group were above the mean for the item). 
The item analysis was carried out in this manner as the continuous na­
ture of the ES did not allow the items to be considered on a "correct" or 
"Incorrect" basis.
Final Task.—  In the light of the split-half reliabilities it was 
decided to maintain all scores with the exception of the PS score which 
was discarded on the basis of statistical evidence for its fluctuation.
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Although the reliability for the ES was in the *50*s (Group I, .51;
Group II, .58) the score was retained as it provided the major score
of the task. The Inter-score correlations had revealed a reciprocal 
relationship between H and B scores for both groups. Because neither 
were predictive of the ES score, it was felt that both scores provided 
additional reliable teat Information. Finally, from the item analysis,
18 key words, 10 of which had been used by both groups, were selected 
for use in the final task (see Appendix D)» Procedure for the final task 
remained the same except for a slight modification In instructions, and 
a change in the rate of slide presentation from 10 to 8 seconds, and 
in the inter-series interval from 8 to 4 seconds, The time changes were 
made because the pilot study had indicated that 10 seconds was longer
viewing time than the Ss needed, and that if the transition to a new
series was made quickly the task would proceed more smoothly.
THE MAIN STUDY
Two weeks after the completion of the pilot study, work on the 
main study began. The study used three associative tests, including 
the previously described CA task. A description of each of the tasks 
and procedures used in the main study follows.
METHOD
Subjects
The Ss were 84 sophomore and junior level college students ful­
filling a requirement for an introductory psychology class. The test­
ing began with 86 students, 56 men and 30 women. The final number was 
reduced to 84 when a boy and girl failed to complete one of the test 
in the aeries of three (see Appendix E). Each S, attended three test­
ing sessions, one in class, and two outside of class.
Materials
Each $ was given the Divergent Association Test (DA), the Conver­
gent Association Test (CA)» and the Remote Associates Test (RAT). The 
verbal material of the DA task was selected from recent Kent-Roaanoff 
norms for William and Mary students (McKenna, 1964). The key words of 
the CA task were also from the Kent-Rosanoff list, selected on the basis
of their success in the pilot study. The words for both tasks were nouns,
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high in frequency of occurrence in the language (Thorndike and Lorge,
1944) with flat associative hierarchies. (Stimulus words were similarly 
chosen by Mednick et al (1964) who found that these words elicit a greater 
number of responses for all Ss). The stimulus words for the DA task 
were presented on previously prepared mimeographed sheets; those of the 
CA task were presented on 2 x 2 inch slides and projected on to a screen 
by means of an Ansco automatic slide projector. During the CA task Ss 
wrote their answers in 8 1/2 x 3 1/2 inch booklets which provided a 
separate page for each response.
Procedure
CA Task.—  The CA task was given as in the pilot study with the fol­
lowing changes: a slight modification in the wording of the instructions,
a change in the rate of slide presentation from 10 to 8 seconds, and 
a change in the inter-series interval from 8 to 4 seconds. Scoring 
procedure remained the same except that the Partial Correct Score (PS) 
was dropped for the final study.
DA Task.—  The DA task was presented two weeks after the CA task, 
with no stimulus overlap for the key words of the two tasks. The task 
was presented on mimeographed sheets on which a key word appeared In 
large bold type at the top of each page, with the remainder of the 
page providing lined spaces for the S/s associations. Six stimulus 
words were used: "window'1, "foot", "soldier", "hand", "ocean", and
"child". The J5 was instructed to associate to the stimulus word for 
three minutes, and to repeat the word to himself each time he made a 
response (see Appendix F for instructions). It was thought that this 
suggestion would minimize the tendency to respond to the preceding re­
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spouse. At the end of 3 minutes, time was called, and the J3 was in­
structed to proceed to the next stimulus word. If the S. finished re­
sponding before the 3 minute time limit, he was asked not to go on to 
the next word hut to wait until time was called. The task was adminis­
tered in 3 separate testing sessions in groups of 42, 22, and 20 stu­
dents respectively. Each session was equivalent in procedure and took 
approximately 25 minutes.
Two scores were taken on the DA task for each S., a Total Response 
score (TR), and a Commonality (C) score. In the case of the former, 
the S^s final score was the number of responses given to each word, 
totaled for the six stimulus words. For the C score a frequency count 
was taken of the number of times each response given to a particular 
word occurred in the total population of responses. These frequencies 
were then converted to percentages by dividing by N (see Appendix G 
for frequency count). The individual1s C score for a particular word 
was then the summed frequency percentages for all of his responses as 
determined by the frequency count. The S/s final score was the mean 
frequency percentage taken foreaeach key word and totaled for the six 
stimulus words. An j3 with a low final C score gave low frequency re­
sponses , and thus more remote responses. An $ with a high final C 
score gave many common,or high frequency responses,and fewer remote 
responses.
RAT Test.—  All were given the SAT one week after the DA task;
again there was no stimulus overlap for the two tasks. An unpublished
1
college form of the test was used. Standard procedure for test adminis-
An unpublished form of the RAT was used since the test is being revised 
and all published forms have been recalled. The form used contained 
the same Items used in previous studies with the RAT.
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tratlon, as given In the instructions, wae followed. The test con­
sisted of 30 Items and a 40 minute time limit. Each item required the 
to find the fourth word which linked together the three given words.
The test was given in four sessions of groups of 31, 15, 19, and 19 
Ss respectively.
SAT.—  The Scholastic Aptitude Test scores for each JS were obtained 
from the registrar's files. The verbal and mathematical scores were 
recorded separately. Three Ss were given the mean scores of the group 
for both verbal and quantitative, since their scores were not available 
in the files (see Appendix E).
RESULTS
Reliabilities
The reliabilities of the Divergent and Convergent measures are 
presented in Table 5. A split-half reliability measure was calculated 
for both tests, and corrected for length according to the Spearman- 
Brown prophecy formula. As the table Indicates, the reliability coeffi­
cients for the Blanks (B) score (r» .85) and the Hypotheses (H) score 
(r® *80) of the Convergent (CA) task were only somewhat lower than in 
the pilot study. The reliability of the Error Score (ES), however, was 
.38 and considerably lower than in the pilot.
The reliabilities for both scores of the Divergent (DA) task were 
substantial. In the case of the Total Response (TR) score the relia­
bility was a high .99; in the case of the Commonality (C) score, .81.
Dimensions of Measures
The data for the tests were entered into an eight by eight correla­
tional matrix with separate correlations computed for the total group, 
and for the men and women* Table 6 presents the means and standard de­
viations for the total group; Table 7 the results of the correlations 
for the entire sample; and Tables 8 and 9 for the divided sample. Of 
the 28 correlations for the sample as a whole, eight are significantly 
related, six beyond the .01 level (by a two- tailed test). Three out
of the eight correlations are negative.
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TABLE 5
CORRECTED SPLIT-HALF RELIABILITIES FOR 
ASSOCIATIVE MEASURES
I. Error Score (DA) .38
2. Blanks Score (DA) .85
3. Hypotheses (DA) *80
4. Total Response Score (CA) .99
5# Commonality Score (CA) .81
6. Remote Associates Test (RAT) *.92
* As reported by Mednick (1964)
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TABLE 6
KEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS Of MEASURES
TOTAL GROUP MEN (N« 55) WOMEN (N« 29)
(N* 84)
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
1. Error Score (ES~ CA) 107.70 10.72 107.56 10.92 107.97 10*33
2. Blanks (B~ CA) 26.05 15.60 21.95 13.76 33.83 15.92
3. Hypotheses (H~ CA) 38.01 12.28 39.60 11.83 35.00 12.56
4. Total Responses (TR~ DA) 146.60 42.94 141.29 39.25 156.69 47.59
5. Commonality (C~ DA) 157.89 32.24 159.09 31.92 155.62 32.71
6. RAT 18.30 4.19 18. IS 4.36 18.51 3.85
7. Verbal (SAT) 569.37 72.56 555.58 69.19 595.52 71.61
8. Quantitative (SAT) 600.12 73.21 597.85 71.60 604.41 75.99
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TABLE 7
INTBRCORRELATIONS AMONG THE EIGHT TEST MEASURES 
FOR THE TOTAL SAMPLE (N *. 84)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1. Error Score (ES- GA) •
2, Blanks (5- CA) .15 -
3. Hypotheses (H- CA)
ft* ***
.29 -.71 -
4. Total Responses (TR~ DA).06 -.07 .03
5. Commonality (C- DA) -.11 .08 ~tQ©8
ft**
-.81 -
6. RAT **-.32 -.13 -.02 -.09 *.24 -
7. Verbal (SAT) -.17 .00 -.04 *?29
ft*
-.30 *.23 -
8. Quantitative (SAT) -.12 -.07 .00 .01 .08 .15 **.33
8
CORRECTED SCORES FOR ES: *r » .217, £ ** .05
**r «* .283, j2, m *01 
JL  **fr ® .356, j> m *001
1» Error Score
2. Blanks .26
3. Hypotheses .53
4. Total Responses .09
5. Commonality -.20
6. RAT -.55
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TABLE 8
IHTSRGOHRELATXOKS AMOKG THE BICET TEST MEASURES 
FOR TIB SAKPiS Of WOHEB <tf * 29)
1 X  . 3 4. , . 3 . 6 7
1, Error Score (ES* CA) -
2* Blanks <B- CA) • 17 -
3* Hypotheses CB~ CA) *23 -.78
4* Total Baapoaaes (TB- PA) ** * 01 -*30 .17 -
5* CansBon6lit7' <C- BA) -*06 *27 -.17 -*87
€» BAT -.32 -*.30 ,m -*02 *14
7* Verbal (SAT) “•'#•36 ,m *?S5^60 • IS
B* QtsmZttmtlvm (SAT) -*27 *02- *09 -*18 .23 *39
„ .
%  ** *380* j* » *05
**r * *487* p » * 01
-rn *597* £ * *001
It
TABLE 9
tOTMCORRILATIOMS AMONG TIE EIGHT TEST MEASURES 
FOR THE SAMPLE OF MEN (N * SS)
____ 2 3 4 5 6 7
1. Error Score (BS- CA)
2. Blanks (B- CA) .15 •
3. Hypotheses (H~ CA) *.34 *****-.66 -
4# Total Responses (TR- DA) .13 -.02 -.00 -
5. Commonality (C~ DA) -*14 .01 -.05 *f?79 _
6. RAT **-.33 -.08 -.07 -.15 *.29
7. Verbal (SAT) -.10 -.03 -.03 .08 -.14 .26 -
8# Quantitative (SAT) -.03 -,A0 -.00 -.03 .24 .11 ?30
* r  *  -273, £  « *03
* * r  *  .354, £  *  .01
***r ** .443, £  » #001
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Scores*—  Correlations among the three scores of the Convergent 
(CA) task varied somewhat from those of the pilot study* A signifi­
cant positive correlation occurred between the Hypotheses (H) score 
and the Error Score (ES) for the total sample (r* .29, p^.01); and for 
the men (r* *34, p *.05). A small positive correlation resulted be­
tween ES and the Blanks (B) score (r« .15, p .05). Finally, a high 
negative correlation between the B and ES score occurred for the sample 
as a whole (r* -.71, p^.001). The results indicated that jSs who 
made high ES scores gave more incorrect guesses than blanks. The re­
lationship between the B and H scores is a mutually exclusive one and 
negative,since an J3 who gives many hypotheses must necessarily leave 
fewer blanks.
The correlation between the Total Response (TR) score of the 
Divergent (DA) task and the Commonality (C) score was high and negative 
for the group as a whole (r® -.81, p ^ . 001). The results indicated 
that the individuals who gave many common responses (have high C scores) 
gave fewer total responses (low TR scores); and that individuals who 
gave more total responses gave fewer common responses (more unique re­
sponses) .
Tests.—  Out of the 11 correlations between the associative mea­
sures for the total sample, two were significant. As a whole,the 
general prediction that the associative measures would be related was 
not supported by the data.
Ho significant correlations occurred between the Convergent(CA) 
task and the Divergent (DA) task for the total or divided sample, A 
negligible correlation occurred between the major score of the CA task, 
the ES, and the TR score of the DA for the total sample (r» .06). How-
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ever, a small negative correlation of -.20 (p < .05, one-tailed test) 
occurred between the ES and C score of the BA task when the correla­
tion was corrected for the low reliability of the ES score. This in­
dicated a alight tendency for more common responses on the BA task to 
be predictive of fewer errors on the CA task. All remaining correla­
tions between the B and H scores df the BA task were negligible, with 
not correlation exceeding .08 for the total sample. Correlations for 
women were somewhat higher in this respect, but none were significant.
The correlations between the scores of the CA task and the Remote 
Associates Test (RAT) were significant only in the case of the ES score, 
Here the correlation was low and negative for the total group (r» -.32, 
p <.01), indicating a tendency for a low ES on the CA task to be pre­
dictive of higher performance on the RAT. The correlations between the 
B and H scores and the SAT were negligible for the total group (r« -.13, 
and -.02, respectively),and the men (r*3 -.08, -.07). However, a correla­
tion of -.30 (p <.10, two-tailed test) occurred between the EAT and B 
scores for women indicating that those women who did well on the BAT 
had a tendency to leave fewer blanks on the CA task.
The correlations between the TR score of the DA task, and the RAT 
were negligible for both the total group (r* -.09),and the divided sample 
(r* -.15 men, r* -.02 women). However, a significant positive correla­
tion occurred between the C score and the RAT for the total sample 
(r*8 .24, p ^*05) and the men (r*».29, p < .05). This indicated a ten­
dency for common responses on the DA task to be related to performance 
on the RAT.
SAT Scores.—  Low positive relationships were found between most 
of the associative measures and the SAT verbal scores. A positive correla-
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tlon of .29 (p .01) occurred between the Total Response (TR) score 
of the DA task and the verbal SAT scores for the total sample. A low 
negative and significant correlation of -.30 (p *.01) occurred between 
the Commonality (C) score of the DA task and the verbal SAT scores. 
However, the divided sample revealed that these relationships were signi­
ficant only in the case of the women* The correlation between the TR 
score and the verbal SAT scores was .55 for women (p ^ .01), and only 
.08 for men. The correlation between the C score and the SAT verbal 
scores for the women was -.60, but again only -.14 for the men. The 
differences in the sire of the correlations between the DA task and 
SAT verbal scores for the divided sample were significant at a .001 
level.
The relationships between the scores of the CA task and the SAT 
verbal scores were significant In the case of the Error Score (ES), 
but again only for the women. The correlation was -.36 (p* .05) for 
the women, -.10 (p > .05) for the men, and -.17 (p>.G5, one-tailed 
test), indicating a tendency for verbal ability in women to be predic­
tive of higher performance on the CA task (a low ES). The differences 
between the sexes for this relationship were again significant at a 
.001 level. The correlations between the Blanks (B) and Hypotheses 
(H) scores and verbal SAT scores were negligible, with the highest 
correlation occurring between the B and SAT verbal scores for women 
(r« —.18, pJ^.05, one—tailed test).
The correlations between verbal SAT scores and the RAT were signi­
ficant for the total sample (r* .23, p ^ *05) and somewhat higher in the 
case.of men (r** .26, p^.05, one-tailed) than the women (r* .15* p>.05» 
one-tailed). The results indicated a tendency for verbal ability to
facilitate performance on the HAT, particularly in the case of the men.
No significant correlations occurred between the DA and CA mea­
sures and the quantitative scores of the SAT for the total or divided 
sample. A positive relationship occurred between the quantitative scores 
and the HAT for men (r** .24, p -<.05, one-tailed test). However, the 
same relationship was low and negative for women (r*-.18, p>.05, one­
tailed) . The results indicated a tendency for quantitative ability to 
result in higher HAT scores for men, but a slight tendency for it to 
result in poorer HAT performance for the women. The difference between 
the sexes for this relationship was significant at a .001 level*
DISCUSSION
Reliabilities
the reliabilities for both the Blanks (B) and Hypotheses (H) 
scores of the Convergent (CA) task were substantial for research pur­
poses. However, the low reliability of the Error Score (ES) indicated 
a lack of internal consistency for this measure. The pilot study had 
also revealed a somewhat lower reliability for this score than for the 
other scores of the task. The efforts of the item analysis to Improve 
the reliability of the ES score apparently failed to alleviate the 
source of inconsistency. The score was maintained in the final study 
as It constituted the major score of the CA task.
The reliabilities for both the Total Response (TR) score and the 
Commonality (C) score of the Divergent (DA) task were high and indica­
tive of Internal consistency for the task. The split-half coefficients 
for these scores were somewhat higher than those reported by Wallach and 
Kogan (1965) who used similar measures in scoring their free association! 
task.
The reliabilities were important to evaluate in the case of these
\
measures, since the purpose of the study was to establish the degree of 
their interrelationship. Without this information, it would have been 
difficult to interpret the findings obtained from the interrelationships 
in terms of presence, absence, or degree. The reliability of each mea­
sure provided the celling or limit as to the extent to which it could
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fee expected to relate to the other measures*
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Dimensions of Measures
Scores.—  The results Indicated that feoth the Blanks (B) and 
Hypotheses (H) scores of the DA task were related to the Error Score 
(ES). As feoth blanks and incorrect guesses (hypotheses) were counted 
as errors this was not a surprising finding. However, feoth the corre­
lations, between the B score and the ES, and the H score and ES, were 
low and significant only in the latter case. The two correlations, even 
when corrected for the low reliability of the ES score (r* .53, ES and 
H; r* .26, ES and B), accounted for only approximately one third of 
the total variance of the ES score. The results indicate that although 
Ss with high ES scores give slightly more hypotheses than blanks, the 
majority of errors beigg made on the CA task are errors of a different 
type, perhaps errors of perseveration.
The high negative correlation found between the Total Response (TR) 
score and the Commonality (C) score of the DA task is in agreement with 
several studies (Christensen, Guilford, and Wilson, 1957; Wallach and 
Kogan, 1965) which also report a reciprocal relationship between the 
two scores. The results indicate that the greater the number of responses, 
the greater the probability of giving remote responses (low frequency 
responses). This Is in agreement with Mednick's theory which predicts 
that individuals who give more responses (high creatives) are able to 
go beyond the stereotyped responses and give more unique responses.
gaaasafr !•“  H1 predicted that the ability to give many asao- 
ciations and many remote associations on the DA task would predict high 
performance on the CA task. The hypothesis was not supported because
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results revealed negligible correlations between all of the scores of 
the CA and PA tasks* The findings provided no evidence that either 
number of responses,or response uniqueness facilitatesperformance on 
the CA task, an associative task which requires a single correct an­
swer* The slight negative correlation of -*20 (correlation corrected 
for attenuation) between the C and ES revealed, quite to the contrary, 
that there is a tendency for common responses to facilitate performance 
on the CA task* The findings do not support Mednick1s theory which 
predicts that the number of responses and number of unique responses 
in a repertoire (as revealed in a free association task) will facili­
tate performance on a task which requires the combining of remote re­
sponses to find a mediating link. The findings are in agreement with 
the previous theorists (i.e. Getzels and Jackson, Torrance, and Wallach 
and Kogan) who have argued that divergent and convergent behavior in­
volve two different processes.
Hypothesis II.—  predicted that performance on the CA task would 
be related to performance on the RAT. The results supported the pre­
dicted relationship in the case of the ES and the BAT, indicating the 
Ss who made fewer errors on the CA task also performed better on the 
RAT. This suggests that the two tasks involve similar convergent abilities, 
which Is in agreement with Wallach and Kogan^s (1965) criticisms of the 
RAT as a convergent task. The failure to find a significant correlation 
between the H score of the CA task,and the RAT suggests that high scorers 
on the RAT are not consistent in their strategy of guessing, and give 
neither manytfor few hypotheses. However, the low negative correlation 
between the B score and the RAT for women (r« -.30) indicates that won 
men who did well on the RAT had a tendency to leave fewer blanks* The
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correlation between the H score and the BAT* however, was negligible. 
This suggests that some other behavior on the CA task besides leav­
ing blanks or giving incorrect guesses was predictive of high perfor­
mance on the RAT for women, perhaps perseverative behavior.
Hypothesis III.—  hypothesized, according to Mednick, that per­
formance on the HA task would be related to performance on the BAT.
The results failed to support Mednlck’s hypothesis that a greater num­
ber of responses on a free association task facilitates performance on 
the BAT. The negligible correlation between the RAT and TR score was 
consistent with the previous result which also indicated no relation­
ship between number of responses on the DA task, and the ability to 
find the mediating link on the CA task, which is similar in nature to 
the RAT. The result, however, is in contradiction to the previous stu­
dies which reported a positive relationship between number of responses 
and performance on the RAT (Craig and Manus, and Karp as reported in 
Medniek, 1962; Mednick, Mednick, and Jung, 1964).
The significant positive correlation between the RAT and C score 
indicates that common, not remote responses, are predictive of perfor­
mance on the SAT, which Mednick proposes to require the use of remote 
responses. This finding was consistent with the previous finding be­
tween the G score and the ES score of the CA task which indicated a 
tendency for common responses to facilitate performance on the CA task. 
The results are in contradiction to the previous studies which reported 
positive relationships between number of unique associations and per­
formance on the RAT (Karp, and Kowalski as reported in Mednick, 1962).
Hypothesis IV.—  predicted a low positive relationship between 
SAT scores and performance on the DA task, the CA task, and the RAT.
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The hypothesis was generally supported in the case of the verbal scores 
of the SAT.
The correlations between the SAT verbal scores and both the DA 
and CA tasks were significant only in the case of women. In the case 
of the DA task, a significant positive relationship occurred between the
number of responses and the SAT verbal scores, and a significant negative
/
correlation between the Commonality (C) score and verbal scores* The 
results indicated that women who are more verbal on the SAT give more 
responses, and fewer common responses* This is in agreement with the 
high negative relationship found between the Total Response (TR) score 
and the C score, which indicates a reciprocal relationship between the 
two scores. With an increase of responses, the probability is increased 
that more unique responses will be given. As neither of the relation­
ships occurred significantly for the larger sample of men, the conclu­
sion must be that verbal ability, as measured by the SAT, does not have 
any particular effect on DA test performance for men. The correlations 
between the SAT verbal scores and the DA scores for the group as a whole 
were approximately the same size as those found by the previous investi­
gators (i.e. Guilford, Torrance, and Getzels and Jackson) who also re­
ported low positive correlations between various divergent tests and 
tests of aptitude.
The relationship between the CA task and the verbal SAT scores was 
present only in the Error Score (ES). The results again indicated that 
for women, verbal ability has a tendency to facilitate performance on 
the CA task, resulting in a lower ES. Behavior on the Blanks (B) and 
and Hypotheses (H) scores had no significant relationship with the CA 
task for either the men or women. The results were in agreement with
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the theorist (I.e. Guilford, Torrance, Getzels and Jackson, and 
Wallach and Kogan) who proposed that single answer testa require some 
of the same abilities as aptitude tests, but in the case of this study 
is apparently true only for women.
In the case of the RAT and SAT verbal scores the relationship was 
significant, again supporting the theorists who propose that convergent 
tests involve the same abilities as aptitude tests. However, the corre­
lation was significant only In the men and the total sample. In con­
trast to the CA task, verbal ability seems to have a greater effect 
on performance on the RAT in the case of men, than women. As the data 
indicates that the RAT and CA task involve similar abilities, this 
leaves in question the relationship between convergent tasks and ver­
bal ability in the sexes.
Finally, quantitative ability was unrelated to performance on the 
associative tasks, except in the case of the RAT. Here a small positive 
correlation between SAT quantitative scores and the RAT indicated that 
quantitative ability is predictive of performance on the RAT, but again, 
only in the case of men. The same ability has a very slight tendency 
to result in poorer performance for women, as the results indicated a 
negative correlation between SAT quantitative scores for women and the 
RAT, The relationship between RAT scores and the SAT quantitative 
scores is again a puzzling one. No similar relationship was evidenced 
in the CA task which is a similar task to the RAT.
5S
Overview
In general, the lack of relationship between the Divergent (DA) 
and Convergent (CA) tests supports those theorists who have argued for 
a separation of the two. However, an important distinction exists be­
tween the studies of these investigators and the present work. Whil&e 
in the previous studies tests of aptitude were used as the convergent 
measure, in the present study a specially constructed convergent test 
in addition to a test of aptitude is used. Although virtually no rela­
tionship is found between the divergent and convergent associative mea­
sures, a significant relationship is found between all of the associa­
tive measures, including the DA task, and the verbal section of the 
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). In one respect the present study sup­
ports the work of Guilford, Torrance, and Getzels and Jackson who re­
port low positive correlations between tests of aptitude and divergent 
measures. However, unlike these studies, this study does not equate 
the aptitude test and the convergent measure. Similarly, both the pres­
ent study and Wallach and Kogan*s study report negligible correlations 
between associative divergent tests and convergent measures. However, 
Wallach and Kogan again use a battery of I.Q. tests for their conver­
gent measures. Further, these authors propose that any test which cor­
relates with tests of I.Q. involves a convergent element. Most probably 
Wallach and Kogan would criticize the divergent task of this study, as 
they have those of previous investigators, as too highly correlated 
with an aptitude test to be properly considered a measure of divergent 
behavior.
All of the associative tasks in the present study use verbal ma­
terial. It is suggested that the significant correlation between these
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tasks and the SAT verbal scores occurs because each of these involve 
verbal ability to some degree. Most likely, verbal ability enables 
the JS to perform quickly on the DA task producing more responses of 
low frequency. On the CA task or the EAT, verbal ability probably per­
mits the j5 to rapidly survey the irrelevant associations,discarding 
them for the correct answer. Finally* all of these tests are corre­
lated with the SAT which may be more verbal than the general tests of
I.Q. used by Wallach and Kogan. The findings of the present study, 
however, are more in keeping with the theory of Guilford than with that 
of Wallach and Kogan, suggesting divergent and convergent behavior as 
separate processes which mutually involve the more general abilities 
within the structure of the Intellect.
The lack of relationship between the divergent and convergent mea­
sures is demonstrated more specifically in the case of Mednick’s test 
of creativity. The RAT is significantly correlated with the CA task, 
but indicates none of the predicted relationships with the DA task. 
Mednick’s hypothetical curves predict that individuals who give more 
responses, and more unique responses in a free association situation 
will perform better on the RAT. The results Indicate, to the contrary, 
that in the DA task, which provides such a free association situation, 
number of associations is not related to the RAT, and response unique­
ness is negatively related to the RAT. Mednick*s assumption that so­
lution to the Items on the RAT is based on a mediation process, which 
requires a large repetoire of remote responses, is not supported. The 
present findings question the construct validity of Mednick’s work.
The RAT may well be a test of creativity, but there is no evidence that 
it involves the underlying behavior which Mednick’s theory of creativity
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predicts.
The data of the present study are in contradiction to several 
previous studies (i.e. Karp,and Kowalski, as reported in Mednick, 1962) 
which support Mednick*s predictions. The data indicate a positive re­
lationship between common, not remote responses, and the RAT. This 
suggests that those Ss who are able to give high frequency responses 
to the items of Mednick*s test are more likely to find the mediating 
link. This finding is in agreement with a recent study by Freedman 
(1965) who found that Ss who were allowed to freely associate to com­
mon words for 30 seconds, giving only the most common associations, per­
formed better on the RAT. Freedman makes this comment:
Malzman*e procedure £a previous study which attempted similar 
training^ may have failed due to the fact that it is de­
signed to increase the production of unusual associations, 
whereas the RAT is constructed so that the correct responses 
are commonly associated with the stimulus words, and are often 
dominant associates (e.g. mouse- cheese)(Freedman, 1965, p.89).
Kogan and Wallach would agree with the findings which give evidence 
for the RAT as a convergent task. However, since the DA task varies in 
several Important aspects from their own divergent association tasks, 
they would most likely criticise the findings between the DA task and 
the other tasks, including those with the RAT, as confounded by a task 
which is not truly a divergent measure. Wallach and Kogan propose that 
a valid test of divergent associative behavior must provide a completely 
relaxed, playful testing atmosphere, and must allow an unlimited time 
period to accurately determine the true associative hierarchy. The 
present study fulfills neither of these specifications. The DA task was 
administered with a three minute time limit and in a test-like atmos­
phere. However, it is proposed that in the present study which used 
college students, a play-like atmosphere was not necessary in order to
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to obtain free association behavior. The classroom atmosphere in which 
the DA task was administered was a familiar setting to college students
who participate in similar situations most days of their college career.
i
In contrast, Wallach and Kogan used a sample of elementary school child- 
dean in which the average age was ten years* Here a play-like atmos­
phere was probably crucial since these children have had relatively few 
experiences with test taking, and most likely would be inhibited by a 
formal testing situation*
Finally, the use of a three minute time limit is supported by a 
recent study (Philbrook, 1966) which also used a free association task, 
and a college sample. Here a ten minute time limit was placed on the 
association task and Sb were asked to mark their responses at 30 second 
intervals. The results revealed a high correlation between the first 
three minutes of the association period and all succeeding periods up 
to ten minutes in terms of both number of responses and response unique­
ness. As well, when the task was correlated with HAT scores, no rela­
tionship resulted between number of responses on the association task, 
and HAT performance; and a slight positive tendency was evidenced be­
tween response commonality and performance on the RAT* Again, however, 
the task was administered in a classroom situation*
It is felt that the DA task of the present study adequately meets 
Wallach and Kogan's criticisms a£ aidivergent measure and is similar to 
the divergent tasks used by both Guilford, and Getzels and Jackson. As 
well, it might be pointed out that in the free association task used by 
Hednick, Mednick, and Jung (1964) a time limit of two minutes was used 
although a longer time period was advised. This suggests that the asso­
ciation situation which Mednick proposed in his hypothetical curves was
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not necessarily one without time limits*
Future Research
The present study leaves many problems unsolved, opening possible 
new areas for research. The development of the CA task has suggested 
that with similar methods, and a careful selection of the items, a more 
reliable CA task can be developed in the future. Its significant corre­
lation with the RAT measure, despite its low reliability, is encouraging 
and suggests that such a test may provide a useful Instrument in future 
studies investigating associative behavior. As well, the high reliability 
of the Blanks (B) score and the Hypotheses (H) score, and yet their lack 
of relationship with the other associative measures, provides another 
possible area of research, and suggests additional scores should be de­
vised for the task. This is particularly true in the case of the RAT test 
which correlates with neither the B or H score. This suggests that if 
a score for perseveration had been taken on the CA task, that this would 
have related highly to performance on the RAT.
A second interesting aspect of the study Involves the frequenct sex 
differences found in the relationships between SAT performance and the 
associative tasks. The results reveal that verb&l ability, as indicated 
by the SAT, is significantly related to the Error Score (ES) of the CA 
tasks, and the Commonality (C) score and Total Response (TR) score of 
the M  task for women but not men. In contrast, there is a positive ten­
dency for the two scores to be related for women. Further research with 
sex differences and associative behavior might clarify some of these find­
ings.
Finally, the study as a whole reopens the question of the relation-
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®hip between the divergent and convergent processes and intelligence.
Tbs present study indicates that these associative behaviors are sepa­
rate from on© another* but that both are related to verbal ability on 
the SAT. In the Wallach and Kogan (1965) study* no correlation results 
between divergent associative tasks and various test® of intelligence*
The same contradictions are reported in non-associatIve measures of 
divergent and convergent behavior. In a recent study Clark, Volta*©* 
and Thorpe (1965) report no relationship between divergent and conver­
gent tests»fbut find that the divergent tasks are related* to separate 
tests for verbal facility. Here the California Teat of Mental Maturity* 
an I.Q* test* is used as the convergent measure* and three of Guilford’s 
test® (Consequences, Common Situations, and Seeing Problem®; see Table 
1) a® the divergent measures. This is in contradiction to two studies 
by Cline, Richards, and Needham (1962), and Cline, Richards* and Abe (1963) 
which report low positive and significant relationships between the Cali­
fornia Tost of Mental Maturity and several of Guilford’s divergent 
taste (i.e. Consequence®, Common Situation®, Seeing Problems, Controlled 
Association®, and tees for Things), Them© contradictions suggest that 
either the various measure® being used involve different abilities, or 
that the intelligence teste sr© measures of different abilities. A 
study i® needed which will specifically investigate the relationship be­
tween divergent measure®, both associative and ©©©-associative, and vari­
ous intelligence test®.
APPENDIX A 
STIMULUS ITEMS FOR THE PILOT STUDY
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^COTTAGE A* *COT
X # coay ♦ 017 1 . home
a , woods • 028 2* crowded
3. beach .034 3. big
4. white ♦ 045 4 * street
5* home • 080. 5. people
6* house .148 6. state
7. cheese *160 7. town
8. (cottage) 8. (City)
SOLDIER 7. *MQON
1 . death *017 I* round
a . rifle .022 2. beams
3. sailor .051 3* glow
4# boy ♦ 057 4. yellow
5* man • 068 5, night
4* army .125 6. shine
7, war .171 7. stars
8. (soldier) 8. (moon)
^HEALTH 8* *STRBBT
X, sleep .017 1* comer
2* strong *034 2. sidewalk
3. wealth .045 3. walker
4. sick *051 4. light
5. happy *080 5* city
6. good .148 6. car
7* sickness .205 7. road
8* (health) a * (street)
*CmZEE 0. *CHEESE
1. people .017 1. cut
2. flag *022 2* ham
3* vote *028 3. green
4. alien ♦ 040 4. yellow
5. person ♦ 057 5. cake
6* country .074 6. crackers
7. man .123 7. mouse
8« (citizen) 3. (cheese)
ftMEMOKT 10. *STOMACH
X. happy .017 1. empty
2. pleasant *025 2. fat
3* past *028 3. organ
4. dream .045 4. upset
S. think .057 5. pains
6. forget .068 6* food
7. mind .108 7. ache
8. (memory) 3. (stomach]
11* *CABBAGE
.017 1* round .017
*028 2. steam .028
.040 3, food .051
*851 4. slaw .057
.057 5. vegetable.063
.868 6* lettuce .097
.211 7* head .131
8. (cabbage)
12* TT?dS*MPf**t7 J u SaXvjIS
*817 i. scales .017
.028 2* truth .034
.040 3. right *040
.051 4. court .062
.080 3. judge *091
.085 6. law .188
.120 7. peace .211
8. (justice)
.017 13. ^SQUARE
.022 1. corner .017
.045 2. town .028
.031 3. park .034
*057 4. rectangle.040
*074 S. block *057
.165 6. circle .091
7. round .302
3* (square)
14. *LJBHT
.017 1. soft .017
.023 2. darkness .022
.040 3. lamp .040
.043 4. bright .051
*057 5. day .857
.on 6. sun *062
.097 7. dark .365
8 * (light)
15. *EARTH
.017 X. water .017
.025 2. worm .028
.034 3* round *040
.040 4. world .051
.051 5* sky .091
.177 6* ground .108
*217 7. dirt .142
8* (earth)
Items used In the final task
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16, *STOVE
1. cooking .017
2* kitchen .028
3* fire .045
4* heat .080
3* oven .102
6. pipe .160
7. hot .200
0. (stove)
SIOOJESS
1. patn /017
2. flu .022
3. cold ,040
4. hod .074
3* ill ,120
6, death .160
7. health .291
0. (sick)
*HBAD
1. thick .017
2. hard .028
3, foot .040
4. body ,057
5* face* .068
6* shoulder .074
7* hair .142
6, (head)
ftMOBHTAIN
1, tree® .017
2. mao ,028
3, valley .034
4. top ,062
5* climb ,068
6* hill .148
7* high ,177
8, (mountain)
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GROUP XI
1* *CHAXR 6. »HBALTB 11. •MOON
1. hard .022 1* sleep .017 I. round .017
2. leg • 028 2* strong .034 2. beams • 028
3. arm • 040 3. wealth .045 3. glow .040
4* soft *043 4. sick .051 4. yellow ,031
3. seat *080 3* happy *080 5. night .080
6. sit .171 6. good .148 6. shine ,083
7. table .274 7. sickness .205 7. stars .120
6* (chair) 8. (health) 3. (moon)
2* nwmm 7* PRIEST 12. * STREET
1. empty .017 1. preacher .017 1 * corner ,017
2. fat .025 2. minister .023 2. sidewalk *022
3. organ .034 3. man .045 3. walker *045
4. upset .040 4* black .062 4. light * 051
5. pains .051 5. father .074 5. city ,•057
6. food .177 6, Catholic .137 6. car .074
7* ache .217 7. church .171 7* road .165
8. (stomach) 8. (priest) 8. (street)
RIPER 8. ftCXTIZEH 13. ftCHEESB
1*. Valley .017 8 1. people *017 1. cut ,017
2. odean .017 2. flag *022 2? ham ,028
3. bed * 022 3. vote .028 3. green * 040
4. red ♦ 034 4. alien .040 4. yellow ,045
5* wide .057 5* person .057 5. cake *057
6. stream .125 6* country .074 6. crackers .091
7. water .182 7. men .125 7. mouse
8. (river) 8. (citiscn) 8. (cheese)
ftCOTTAGB 0. *&SK0RT 14. *CABBAGE
1. cosy *017 1. happy .017 1. round .01?
2. woods .028 2. pleasant .025 2. steam *026
3. beach .034 3. past *028 3. food *051
4* white .045 4. dream .045 4. slaw .1)5?
5. home .080 5. think .057 5. vegetable ,062
6. house .148 6* forget *068 6. lettuce .097
7. cheese .160 7. mind .108 7. head , 131
8. (cottage) 8. (memory) 8. (cabbage)
SOLDIER 10. ftCITY 15. MGER
1* death *017 1. home *017f 1. mad
#'* AK-
2. rifle .022 2. crowded.040 22. hate , 0 8 5
3. sailor .051 3. big .051 3. fear ,000
4. boy ♦ 037 4. street .057 4. rage *002
5. man .068 5. people .057 5. temper *045
6. army *125 6. state * 068 6. red *025
7. war *171 7. town .211 7. flight * 01 /
8. (soldier) 8. (city) 8. (anger)
ft Items used in the final task
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16. SLEEP
I. relax .017
2* tired .022
3. comfort .034
4* deep .040
5. awake .037
6* rest .120
7. bed /its
8. (sleep)
OCEAN
1. fish .017
2» vast .022
3. front • 028
4. deep .034
5. salt .040
6. blue .085
7. sea .120
8. (ocean)
APPENDIX B 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CONVERGENT TASK
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INSTRUCTIONS i
I Rave handed you booklets la which you will write your answers.
You will notice that on each page there is a number and a blank space 
for you to writ© your guess. The task Is similar to the game of 
’'Password”. I will give you 7 hints and you are to guess the common 
word that ties the 7 hints together. The hints will be presented at 
short intervals (10 see.) one at a time on slides. The first hints 
will be more remote or less related to the common word than the last 
hints. Yourare to write a guess down as soon as you have one by the 
number which corresponds to the hint on which you made the guess. If 
on the next hint you should change your mind, write down your new guess. 
However, if the next hint further convinces you that your first guess 
was correct, then repeat your first guess by writing it down again by 
the next hint. You may change guesses as often as you wish but must 
make only one guess to a blank. Your answer will not be counted as 
correct, however, until you make a guess and maintain it until the end 
of the series. I am interested in how soon or early in the series you 
can guess the coraaon word and stick with it until the end of the series. 
You will be given the opportunity to try a word before the official task 
begins. When you reach tfye end of your booklet turn it to the back side 
and continue with the task.
appendix c
ITEM ANALYSIS FOR PILOT STIMULI
Appendix C represents the informal item analysis for the pilot 
convergent task* In each case the vertical lines represent the group 
mean on the item, the horizontal line the group mean for the test* An 
item was considered consistent if the majority of those Ss above the 
mean for' the item were also above the group mean for the test*
n
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Low 2 9 2 10
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High
Low
High
^Mountain
Low
(5)
*Iten* used in main study
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High 
♦Chair 
High 10 
(95.6)
i»Kuur J.A
Low High 
♦Soldier 
2 3
Low
5
Low 4 ©
1 i
7
(4) (4)
♦Stomach ♦Health
High 13 0 11 2
(95.6)
Low 5 8 2 11
(3) (3)
River Priest
High 7 6 9 5
(95.6)
Low 6 7 4 8
(3) (5)
x
Cottage •Citizen
High 10 3 9 2
(95.6)
Low 3 9 5 10
(4) (4)
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High
how
how
High
<95.6)
moon
(95.6)
High
how
*Street
(95.6)
Ocean
how
(A)
(3.S)
(6.5)
(3.5)
h
10
<U) (2)
(12) (1)
High 
.Cheese
w
*Cabbap,e
IX
(5)
-Anger
(7.5)
.Sleep
11
12
(4)
how
High 9 
(95.6)
4 12 4
how 4 9 4 6
* Items used in main study
APPENDIX D 
WORDS FOR FIRAL COKVMGEHT TASK
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1. SLIER
2. CHEESE 
3* MOON
4. COTTAGE
5. CITIZEN
6, STREET
7, HEAD 
8* MEMORY 
9. STOVE 
10.SQUARE
11.MOUNTAIN
12.LIGHT
13.CHAIR
14.EARTH
15.HEALTH
16.CITY 
17.STOMACH 
18,CABBAGE
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INSTRUCTIONS:
You will be given a key word and your are to write down as many other 
words which the key word brings to mind as you can. these other words which 
you write down may be things* places, or events as long as they are single 
words, for example, think of the word KING. Some of the word© which RING 
might bring to mind are written below:
q m m  
mum
kingdom
imperial
KINCFISH
No one is expected to fill in all the spaces on a page, but write as 
many words as you can which each key word calls to mind. Be sure to 
think hack to the key word after each word you write down because the test 
is to see how many other words the key word makes you think of * A good 
way to do this is to repeat the key word over to yourself as you write. 
Please fill in a column from top to bottom before going on to the next 
column. If you run out of space on the front of your paper turn it to the 
back. Time will be called at the end of 3 minutes for each word. If you 
run out of responses before the 3 minute period ends put your pencil down 
and wait until Instructions are given to continue, DO NOT TORN TEE PAGE 
to the next word until instructions are given to do so.
APPENDIX G
FREQUENCY COUNT FOR DIVERGENT TASK RESPONSES
The percentages far the following frequency count were 
obtained by dividing the frequency each response occurred by 
the N of 84.
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S3
m m m
AIR as CASEMENT .02 DOOR .57
k t m o m n w m s i .02 CEILING • 02 DORMER .05
ALUMINUM .02 CHILDREN .02 DOWN .02
AMMONIA .05 CHURCH .05 DRAFT .06
ATTIC .04 CLEAN .24 DRAPE .21
A M H 0 .02 CLEANER .08 DREAM .01
BALL .02 CLEAR .33 ESCAPE .03
BARS .02 CLIMB .05 EYE .02
BAT *02 CLOSE .19 FAN .07
BATHROOM .04 CLOSED .31 FIELD *02
RAY .12 CLODDED .02 FIXED .02
BEDROOM .05 COLD .06 FLOWERS *04
BIO .02 COLOR .02 FLOWERPOTS .01
BIRD .02 COLORED .0? FOGGY .05
BLIND .32 CORNER .02 FRAGILE .02
BLUE .02 COUNTRY .02 FRAME .27
BOAT .04 CRACK .06 FROST .05
BOX ai CRACKED ..08 GLASS .96
BOY .02 CRASH .02 GRASS .05
BRIAR .30 CURTAIN .60 GREENHOUSE .02
BREEZE .13 CUT .08 HANDLE .02
BRIGHT .02 DARK .04 HOLE .07
BROKEN .32 DIRT .02 HOME .04
BUILDING .08 DIRTY *26 HOUSE .50
CAR .25 DISPLAY .05 INSIDE .08
89
JUMP *02 FANE .75 SHADE *45
KITCHEN *02 RARER .02 SHATTER .02
LANDSCAPE .05 PEOPLE .02 SHINY .02
u k m *06 PICTURE .42 SHOP .04
LATCH .06 PLANE .02 SHOPPING .06
LATTICE *02 PLANT *02 SHUT *14
LEDGE *11 PLASTIC *05 SHUTTER .21
LIGHT *37 FORTROLB .05 SIGHT .08
LITTLE .02 PRETTY .02 SILL *58
LOCK .21 PROTECTION .04 SKY .10
LOCKED .04 PUSH * 02 SLIDING .02
LOOK .36 PUTTY • OS SMALL .04
LOUVRI .02 MIN *12 SMASH .02
MIRROR .07 RAISE .02 SNOW *05
MORNING .02 RECTANGLE *07 SQUARE ,18
mountains .02 REFLECT .01 STAINED .10
OCEAN .02 REFLECTION *01 STAINEDGLASS *04
OPAQUE .02 ROD • 02 STORE *11
open *79 ROOK .15 STORK *12
OPENING .14 ROUND .04 STUCK .04
OUT .04 SASH *19 SUN .07
OUTDOORS .04 SCENE .02 SUNLIGHT .02
OUTSIDE .23 SCENERY .04 SONNY .04
OVALS *02 SCREEN .29 SUNSHINE .11
FAIR .04 SEA .01 TABLE .02
FAINT .02 SEAT .11 THERMAL .02
FAINTED .01 SEE *43 THOUGH .03
90
m o w * 04
m i s *06
TRANSL0SCEHT *05
♦ 23
TSIE *11
TRQOBLE *02
OF *04
VSNETIANBLXNDS .02
VENTILATES .02
VIEW .36
vision *04
WALL i 16
WASH .15
WASHER .13
WATCH .02
WAV! ♦ 02
WELL .04
WIDE .04
WIND .02
WINDER .15
WINDSHIELD .02
WIFER .01
WOOD .13
WORLD .02
YARD .04
91
FOOT
ACHE *02 BUNION .0 4 HARD
ANKLE *6 1 CALLOUS *1 0 READ
APPENDAGE *0 4 c lu b .1 0 HEAL
ARCH .3 7 corns a 2 HEEL
ASH *07 COST ,0 2 HEIGHT
ATHELSTES a s CUT *0 8 HIGH
ATRELETESFOOT .0 2 CRAMP *0 5 HIKE
B A H *5 1 DANCE ,0 8 H IL L
tl At t  tflf* .0 2 D IE T ,0 5 HOOF
BABE .0 6 DANCING .2 2 HOP
BAREFOOT *02 DISTANCE .0 2 HOSE
BASE ,1 2 DOCTOR ,0 7 HOT
BATH .0 2 FAT *04 HURT
BED .0 5 FEET a 3 INCH
BIG .0 7 FINGER *02 INJURY
B ILL *0 7 F IF E ,0 2 INSTEP
BLACK *0 4 V9 AT-ft mMt% m a a JO IN T
BLACKFOOT *02 FLOOR *0 5 JUMP
BLISTER .2 0 FOOTBALL *27 KICK
BOOT *1 3 FOOTPRINT .0 4 KNEE
BORE .2 1 GAME ,0 2 LACE
BOOT ,3 7 GOUT * 02 LARGE
BOTTOM a s GRASS .0 4 LEAP**
BRIDGE .0 2 GROUND .0 4 LEATHER
BECKER ,0 5 HAIR .0 5 LEG
37
13
02
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02
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06
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02
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62
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04
02
02
02
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92
l im b *0 7 PINK .0 2 SORE *07
LOAFER *0 4 POETRY *0 2 SPIKE *02
LOCKER .0 4 POUND ,0 2 SPRAIN .0 1
LONG .0 8 POWDER .0 5 SPRINT *0 2
LOOSE *04 PRETTY .0 1 SQUARE .0 4
MAGNITUDE .0 1 PRINT *0 5 STAIR ,0 2
MAN .0 4 RACE .1 7 STAMP ,0 4
MARCH .0 4 REST .0 6 STAND ,1 5
MEASURE .2 1 RULER .2 7 STEP *24
MEASUREMENT *0 6 RUN .6 3 STICK .0 2
MWATAT?<5AT fi .0 5 RUNNER .0 2 STOCKING ,1 8
IwiBK • 06 SANDALS ,9 6 STOMP ,0 2
M ILE .1 5 SHIN .0 2 STOOL .0 6
MOUNTAIN .0 2 SHOE *9 6 STREET ,0 2
MOUTH .0 8 SHORT ,0 4 STROLL .0 2
MOVE .0 2 SHUFFLE .0 2 STUB • 04
MUSCLE *0 4 SIDEWALK .0 4 STUMBLE .0 4
N A IL .1 8 S IZE ,0 7 SUPPORT .0 7
NARROW *0 2 SKIN ,1 2 TARSALS .0 6
FAB .0 2 SKIP .0 6 TENDONS *0 4
FA IN .0 4 SLIPPER .0 7 THIGHS .0 2
FA IR .0 2 SMALL *0 4 TIRED ,0 5
PATH *0 2 SMELL ,0 5 TOENAIL ,1 9
PAW .0 6 SOCCER ,0 8 TOES *9 3
APT • 04 SOCK *8 5 TOP .0 4
PEDAL •0 7 SOFT .0 2 TRACK .0 6
PHALANGES .0 6 SOLDIER .0 2 TRAVEL *0 4
SOLE .1 5 TRAVERSARCH.0 2
n
T R IP • 04
TWELVE .0 7
TWO • 05
V E IN ,0 2
WALK *8 2
WEEJUN *0 5
WET *02
WIDE ♦ 04
WIGGLE .0 2
WRINKLES *02
YARB .4 4
94
AIRFORCE .1 0
AIRFLENE .0 7
AMERICA .0 2
AMERICAN .0 6
ARMOR *07
ARMS .0 4
ARMY *7 6
ARTILLERY .OS
ATTACK *1 1
ANOL .0 4
BARRACKS .1 3
b a s e .1 1
BATALLION .1 2
BATTLE .2 3
BAYONET *1 3
BERET .2 3
BLACK .0 2
BLOOD ,1 1
BOATS .0 6
BOHB(S) .1 3
BOOT .23
BOY<S) .20
BRASS *0 6
BRAVE *17
BRAVERY .0 5
SOLDIER
BROTHER .0 4
BUGLE *0 2
BULLET .1 1
BUNK .0 2
CADET *02
CALVERY .0 6
m m .1 4
CANNON .0 5
CANTEEN ,0 6
CAPTAIN .0 7
CAPTURE .0 4
CAREER *0 5
charg e * 02
CHINA .0 2
COLD *0 2
COLONEL *04
COMBAT *2 4
COMMAND .1 2
COMMANDER .0 6
COMMANDO *02
COMMISSARY .0 1
COMMUNISM *0 1
COMPANY .0 7
CORPORAL # 06
CORPS” ,0 4
COUNTRY .1 4
COURAGE .0 5
COURAGEOUS .0 0
COKARD .0 5
CUBA .02
DANGER .0 2
DEAD *02
DEATH .0 7
DEFEAT .2 6
DEFEND .0 4
DEFENSE .OS
DESTROY .0 6
D IE  .2 0
D IR T .0 4
D IS C IP L IN E  .0 4
DITCH *02
D IV IS IO N  .0 4
DRAFT *3 0
DRAFTED .0 4
DRILL .1 3
m m  .02
DUTY .0 7
EIGHTEEN .0 2
ENEMY .1 1
ENGAGEMENT .02
95
m m .0 6 mmt .0 2 JUSGLE .0 5
EHLISTED *0 4 0 000 *02 R IL L *48
*0 2 m m .0 2 K ILLIN G *0 5
e x p lo d e .0 2 /m vm j .1 3 KNIFE *0 8
fm • OX CRBMBB *27 KOREA .0 6
FAfBER *0 2 m m *02 LEADER .0 4
FATIGUE *0 4 mom® *02 LEAVE .0 5
FEAR .1 0 GUARD .0 8 LEE .0 4
FEARLESS *0 2 *21 LETTERS .0 2
t w m *7 0 mm .6 9 LIEUTENANT .2 4
FIGHTER .0 6 BATE *02 LIFE • 06
wmmtm •0 4 BAT *0 2 LOBELf • 06
F IR E *0 8 Hi&ifEinrs *2 8 LOVE *04
FLAG #04 HELP .0 2 LOYAL *0 5
FLYER .0 2 B U D *0 2 MACHINES .0 2
FOOT *17 BIDE *02 MAIM .0 2
FORCE • 02 HIRE .0 2 MAJOR *1 2
FORT .0 4 HOME ,0 2 MAH .23
FORTUNE • OS H0H0R *08 MAKEOVERS *02
FOXHOLE *2 0 HOPE *0 2 MARCH *42
FRIEND4mm .0 4 HORSE •05 MARINE *37
FUTURE .0 2 HOST .0 2 m ,0 2
OEBERAL .18 HURT .05 MEDAL *17
GERMA& ,0 4 INFANTRY *2 0 men *0 5
cmmm .0 6 INJURY *04 MILITARY *19
U .0 5 IRSFECTICm.OS MONUMENT *0 2
GIRLS *0 2 JEEP .0 6 MUD .0 8
nw m m ,0 2 PROTECT ,0 7 TENT *1 0
NAPOLEON • 04 PROTECTION *04 T IN *0 5
NAVY *2 1 RANGER .0 5 TOT *04
NURSE • 02 RANK • I I TRAIN ,0 2
OBEDIENCE *0 2 RATION *12 TRAINING .1 4
O FFIC E ! *2 4 REGIMENT *0 6 TRAINED .0 1
0 1 0 *0 4 RESERVES .0 2 TRAITOR *0 4
ORDER *0 8 RETREAT *0 6 TRAVEL *0 6
OVERSEAS .0 2 REVOLUTION * 06 TREE • 02
FACE *07 R IFLE .3 6 TRENCH .0 7
FA IN *0 5 ROTC *0 6 TROOP *0 8
PARADE *07 RON • OS TRUCK .0 2
PARATROOPER • 02 RUSSIA .0 2 UNIFORM *57
PATRIOT *0 8 SAILOR *13 UNIVERSAL *02
PATRIOTISM • 06 SALUTE ,0 2 UNKNOWN *0 5
PATRIOTIC * 06 SARGEANT .1 7 VALOR *04
PEACE .1 0 SERVICE ,0 2 VERERAN ,0 3
PENTAGON .0 2 SHELL *0 2 VICTORY *08
PISTOL .0 6 SHIP .0 5 VIETNAM .4 3
PLANE .0 7 SHOOT .2 5 VOLUNTEER *0 4
PLATOON *0 4 SHOT .0 4 V^ ALSrC ,0 4
FLAT .0 2 SNIPER .0 4 WAR ,8 2
POLICE .0 2 SQUAD .0 5 WARRIOR ,0 6
POLISH ,0 4 SWEAT *0 2 WEAPON .0 7
POST .0 7 SWORD • 02 WHY .0 2
PRIDE .0 2 TACTICS .0 2 WIN *04
PRIVATE *2 7 TANK ,2 1 WOODEN *02
07
w m  .04
worn© . @4
WOUNDED .04
WRONG .02
YOUNG .12
m
HAND
AGILE .02 CARESS ,04 EAT *08
AID ,04 CARPAL .06 ELBOW ,02
APPLAUSE .02 CARRY .05 FACE .04
ASM ,55 CATCH .08 FAT ,02
BACK .02 CLAMMY ,02 FEEL .25
BALL .32 CLAP .12 FIGHT ,07
BANDAGE • 02 CUSP .02 FINGER
HiftHnAf.T. .06 CLEAN ,05 FINGERNAILS .21
BASKETBALL .02 CLIMB .02 FINGERPRINT .04
BUCK .02 CLOSED .04 FIST ,25
BLISTER ,03 COLD *04 FIVE ,10
BLOOD .02 COMBAT .04 FLESH .02
BODY ,10 COYER .02 FOOD .02
BONE .15 CREAM ,05 FOOT .50
BOX .05 CREATE .02 FOOTBALL .02
BOXING ,04 CUFFS .02 FOREARM .02
BRACELET ,02 CUP *08 FRIENDSHIP ,02
BRAKE ,02 CUT .08 GAME .02
BRIDGE .04 w m ff WVivJ 4 JLVJUc* .05 GESTURE ,02
BROKEN .06 DIGIT .07 GIRL .02
BUILD .02 DIRTY .11 GIVE .36
BUSK .04 DO • 04 GLOVE *55
BURST ,02 DRAW .07 GRAB .06
CALLOUS .05 DRINK .02 GRACEFUL *04
CARDS ,02 DRIVE .02 GRASP .33
GRIP .14 LARGE .02 OVER • 08
GYPSY .07 LEFT .13 PAIN .02
MIR *07 LEG .04 PAINT .08
HAIRY .02 LIFT .11 PAINTING • 02
1AM .02 LINES .04 PALM .31
HAMMER .02 LONG .06 PASS ,06
HANDBALL .13 LOTION .06 PAT • 04
HANDCUFF .01 MADE ,08 PAW .06
HANDFUL .04 MAN .04 PEN .04
HANDKERCHIEF .02 MANICURE .02 PERSON ,02
HANDLE .10 MANIPULATE , 05 PHALANGE . 04
HANDSHAKE .03 MANUAL ,02 PIANO .06
HANDSOME .15 MB ,02 PICK .02
HANDY .14 MEASUREMENT ,04 PICKUP .02
HANGNAIL .05 METACARPAL .05 PINCH ,02
HMD ♦ 05 METATARSAL .01 PLACE .04
HELP .13 MITTEN .10 PLAY .07
HELPER .02 MOLD .02 POCKET .03
HELPING .02 MOUTH .05 POINT .02
UtT ttlX X. .19 MOVE ,05 POKE .02
HOLD .56 MUSCLES ,06 POLISH .06
HOT .02 NAIL ,43 POUND .04
INDEX .02 NEED .02 PRESS .04
INJURY .02 OFF .02 ♦ 04
JOINT .05 ON .02 PRINT ,07
KARATE ,02 OPEN ,10 PULL ,04
KNUCKLE .20 OUT ,04 PUNCH* *07
0
PUSH • 04 SPRING .02 WEAPON *02
QUICK •02 SQUEEZE *07 WELCOME .02
RAISE • OS STAND .07 WHITE .06
REACH • OS STRICT .02 WORK .17
cvJLv^Hi: • 13 STRIKE .02 WRESTLE .02
RING •40 STRONG .05 WRINKLE *02
ROUGH *05 TAKE *0$ WRIST *50
ROW *02 TEAR .02 WRITE *37
RUB *02 TEN *02 WRITING *07
SAW *05 TENDONS *02
SCAR .04 THROW *23
SCRATCH *06 THUMB *43
SCULPT *02 TOOLS *07
SENSITIVE *02 TOUCH .23
SEWN *04 TOUGH .23
SHAKE •40 TOWEL .02
SHORT *04 TURN • 04
SHOW .02 TWO *00
SIGNAL *04 TYPE .02
SKILL *02 UNDER • 02
SKIN .13 UNDERHANDED »02
SLAP • 24 USE • 04
SHALL • 06 USEFUL .04
SMOOTH .06 VEINS *05
SORT *06 WARM *02
SORE .04 WASH *14
SPIDER .04 WAVE *13
101
OCBAK
AIR *07 BODY COLUMBUS .13
ALBATROSS *02 BOTTOH *07 COMMERCE .02
ALGAE *04 BOULDER .02 CONTINENT #08
ALDN1 *05 BOY .05 COOL .02
ANCHOR *02 BOUYS *02 CORAL .06
ANIMALS *04 BREAKERS .05 COTTAGE .10
ANTARCTIC *U BREEZE *08 COVE .02
ARCTIC .21 BRIDGE .04 CRAB *10
ATLANTIC .44 CABLE .04 CREST .02
ATLANTIS *02 CALIFORNIA *02 CROSS .05
AWE • 02 CALM .07 CROSSING .04
BALL .04 CANAL .04 CRUISE .13
BATTLE *02 CANOE .02 CURRENT *21
BAY .13 CARRI8EA5 .02 DANGEROUS .06
BEACH .67 CAVE .02 DARK .06
BEACHCOMBER *02 CHANNEL .02 DEATH .04
BEAUTIFUL .05 CHOPPY .04 DEEP .46
BEAUTY *02 CITY .05 DEPTH .04
BIO ♦14 CLANS .07 DISCOVERY .02
BIKINIS *02 CLEAN .02 DISTANCE .02
BIRDS .04 CLEAR .02 DIVE .13
BLUE .43 CLIFFS .04 DIVER ,03
boardwalk: .04 CLOUD .02 DIVING .05
BOAT *56 COAST *06 DOLPHIN .05
BOATING *02 COLD .19 DRIFT .04
DROWN .25 HAWAII .04 ■MTRRMAJD
102
.02
drowning .02 HOLIDAY .02 MINERALS .04
EMPTY .04 HORIZON .05 MONSTER .02
ESKIMO .02 HOT *02 MOON .04
EUROPE .06 HUGE .02 MOTION .02
MJriAlKe .02 HURRICANE .15 MOUNTAIN .94
FATHOM .92 ICE .05 MOVING *02
FEAR *06 ICEBERG .05 MYSTERIOUS .04
FIRES .02 IMMENSE .05 n i a l W i .02
FISH *87 INDIAN .31 NAVY ,021
FISHERMAN .04 INLET .04 NEPTUNE ,02
FISHING .15 ISLAND .32 NITS .06
FLEET .02 JELLYFISH .05 NIGHT *04
FLOAT *12 JETSAN .02 NORTH ,02
FLOOR .05 JETTY .03 OCEAN ,02
FLORIDA .02 JOURNEY .92 OCEANLINKR .05
FOAM *05 lake .08 OCEANOGRAPHY ,06
too .02 LAND .14 OCTOPUS .07
FOOD *05 URGE .05 OTT .04
FRIEND .02 LIFE * 12 OPEN .02
FRONT .05 LIGHTHOUSE .06 OYSTERS .02
FUN .10 LINER ,18 OVERSEAS .02
GIRLS .04 LOBSTER .05 PACIFIC ,03
GREEN .27 LONELY .02 PARK • 02
/iwtf euvliu& .04 MAGELLAN .02 PARTY .02
GULF .05 MARINI .10 PEACEFUL .02
HARBOR .05 MEDITERRANEAN .04 PEBBLE .02
tmmmtA
mmm
timm +m
nm
PIRATE
fumn m
plat .02
PORPOISE .02
POET *08
HAFT
RAXH .02
mamttm .02
wm .02
EEEF .02
EISCtlE *02
RESORT .05
RESTLESS *05
mm *14
ROAR
ROCE *10
ROLL *02
EOLITHS *02
EO0OH *01
P,0$? *02
SAIL *32
SAILBOAT .04
ux usm *02
SAILOR
SALT .42
SALTWATER *04
SALTY *10
8ASD .01
SCEOOiER .02
SEA *77
seafood *05
mmrnxB .08
SEAHORSE .02
stAsmts *02
SBAS10E1 *04
*02
SEAWEED •18
SEVEH .04
SHAKE .32
SHELL *10
BMW *75
smm *13
JStij&ilSlr *04
SICE *04
sttnt *11
M l .04
mnm .04
sKimwim *04
*10
mm *02
i m
SLOOP .02
SHELL *02
SBAIL *04
SOHHU ,02
SOUTH *04
SPLASH *02
SPRAT .13
SQUALL *02
SO0X0 • 05
STARFISH .00
STARS *02
STORM *20
STMtT *02
STREAM' ,00
STEEHOfH .02
OfttlMAIJ TUW #20
SMflSft *08
$ m *20
StIMSET ,02
StftfSHIHR *02
SERF ,31
S0RFIS0 .12
SURFBOARD *04
m t s ,04
m m #4t
siimiiho *0S
TAIi ,04
TIDE ,33
TRAVEL as WIDE • 19
TREASURE #06 m m *13
TROPICAL *04 WORLD .04
JLJsvJuJt *02 WRECK *02
TUG *02
TUNA #04
TURTLE *04
UNDERWATER *02
uupom *06
VACATION .06
VAST *08
VESSEL .06
VIEW .05
VIKINGS .02
VOYAGE *19
WANDER *02
WARM *07
WASH .05
WATER ,77
tJA'Plft) CP*wA LMoKX *02
WAVE #70
WEEDS #06
WET #3.7
WHALE .35
WHALING • 02
WHITE *04
WHITECAPS .06
105
CHILD
ACTIVE ,02 BOX .05 COMPANION .02
ADOLESCENT *07 BOY .36 COUSIN .04
ADULT *13 BRAT *04 CBAUL *06
ADVENTURE *02 BRATTY *02 CRIB *13
AFFECTIONATE *01 BROTHER .38 CRUEL *02
AGE *02 CAKE *02 CRY *55
ANIMALS .04 CAME *02 CRYING .05
AUNT *05 CANDY .11 CUDDLE *02
BABY *60 CARE .13 CUDDLY ,04
BABYSIT *04 CAREFREE .10 CURIOUS .14
BAD .05 CARELESS■mm .02 CURLS .02
BALL *11 CARNIVAL ,02 CUTE *24
BASEBALL *02 CARRIAGE .02 DAUGHTER *10
BATH *02 CAT ,04 DANCE *02
BID * 04 CEREAL .02 DEMANDING *02
BICYCLE .04 CHEAT *02 DEPENDENT ,03
BIKE *04 CHILDHOOD *14 DIAPER .10
BIRTH *17 w K  £*«*# JLOll *07 DIRT ,02
BIRTHDAY .05 CHILDLESS .02 DIRTY .02
BLANKET *10 CHILDREN .31 DISCIPLINE .04
BLOCKS *04 CHUBBY *02 DOCTOR ,08
BLONDE *05 CIRCUS *02 DOG .19
BLUE *02 CLIMB #02 DOLL *07
BOOK *07 CLOTHES *15 EAT *08
BOTTLE .05 CLUMSY .02 ENERGY .04
,02
fall .05
FAMILY *13
FANTASY *06
FATHER .62
FEAR *02
FEED *05
FIGHT ,06
FIRST .02
FOOD *06
FREE ,04
FREEDOM .04
FRIEND *15
FUN *21
FUNNY ,02
CAME .25
GANG .02
GERBERS *02
GIRL *37
GOD *04
GOOD *07
GOVERNESS .02
GRANDFATHER ,05
GRANDMOTHER *06
GRANDPARENTS ,04
GRASS .02
GROW ,13
.02
GROWING m
GROWTH .05
GUIDANCE *05
GUIDE *03
RAND .02
HAPPINESS ,06
HAPPY ,18
HATE ,02
HEALTHY .02
HELP ,04
HELPLESS .10
HOME ,11
ROPE .04
HORSE .04
HOSPITAL • 07
HUG • 02
HUNGRY .05
HURT ,05
ICECREAM .02
IGNORANCE *04
IMAGINATION *03
IMMATURE .10
INEXPERIENCE .05
INFANT .31
INNOCENSE *08
INNOCENT .26
INQUISITIVE .06
106
INTELLIGENT .04
m m .06
KID .11
KIND .02
KIMDEROARDEN .13
LAUGH * 14
LAUGHTER .02
LEARN .10
LEARNING *08
LITTLE ,35
LIVING *02
LOUD .02
LOVE ,33
LOVING ,04
MAKEBELIEVE ,02
MAN .06
MARRIAGE .04
ME ,04
MEAN .02
HERRYGOROURD ,02
MESSY .02
MILD .02
MILK ,07
MISCHIEF ,02
MISCHIEVOUS .05
MOTHER .71
MOVIES ,02
107
n a iv e .0 4 PROTECTION .0 2 SLEEP ,1 5
NAP ,0 6 PSYCHOLOGY .0 6 SLEEPY .0 2
n a tu r e ,0 2 PUPPY *02 SMALL .4 4
h e e d .0 5 QUESTIONING .0 2 CUTT ttonxJuJu .1 0
NEPHEW .0 2 RAISE #02 SOFT .0 6
new .0 2 RATTLE ,0 5 SON .1 0
NIECE .0 2 REAR ,0 2 SPANK ,0 6
NOISE .0 6 RELATIVE ,0 4 SPANKING ,0 2
NOISY .0 4 RESPONSIBILITY ,0 2 SPOILED .0 7
NURSERY .0 6 RUIN *01 STORY .0 2
OFFSPRING ,0 2 mm .2 3 STUDY ,0 5
PAIN .0 2 SAD .0 5 SUN .0 2
PARENT .2 6 SAND ,0 2 SWEET .1 2
PEN ,0 4 SANDBOY .0 5 SWIM *02
PEOPLE ,0 4 SCARED ,0 2 SWING ,1 0
PEST ,0 2 SCHOOL .4 5 TALE ,0 2
PETS ,0 4 SCREAM” #06 TALK .1 0
PLAY .7 4 SECURITY .0 2 TEACH .0 5
PLAYFUL .11 SELFISH ,0 4 TEACHER .0 7
PLAYGROUND ,0 4 SEE .0 4 TEARS .0 4
PLAYING ,0 5 SHOES .0 2 Y EDDY BEAR ,0 2
PLAYMATE ,0 2 SHY ,0 2 TEMPER .0 4
PLAYPEN .0 5 SICK .0 7 TENDER ,0 6
PLAYTHING .0 4 SIMPLE ,0 2 TODDLER .0 2
PREGNANCY .0 4 SING .0 4 TOT .0 7
PREGNANT ,0 5 SISTER .3 6 TOY .5 1
PRETTY .0 4 S IT .0 2 TRICYCLE .0 4
IW
TRIE ,02
TROUBLE .06
TV .04
TWINS .02
UNCLE ,04
UNDERSTANDING .02
UNTRAINED ,02
WANT * 02
WALE .13
WHINE ,02
WOMAN .05
WONDER .02
WONDERFUL ,02
WORE .02
WORLD .02
worn .02
YARD ,02
YELL .04
YOUNG .42
YOUNGSTER .02
YOUTH .12
ZOO .04
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